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ABSTRACT

The ultimate goal of political parties is to win elections. The most important

factor in any election campaign is to get the right message out to voters. TLis cannot be

done without money. Capital and resources are critical components of political power'

However, money has acquirçd a special significance as the election campaigns of today

ate increasingly becoming capital-intensive as opposed to labour-intensive.

Developments in election technology - television advertising, polling, computer analysis

of voting patterns, and the use of focus groups to plan campaign strategy and advertising

- have led to a professionally managed election process.

This thesis explores the use of paid political advertising by political parties and

independelt gïoups in Manitoba. The use of modern campaign technologies is also

discussed and analyzed based on how the political parties have adjusted to these new

technologies and election laws and how they have structured their campaigns. Both of

these factors have led to greater centralization in the management of political parties,

particulariy with respect to communications, which is probably the most impoftant

activity of parties. New technologies have enabled party strategists to run a synchronized

campaign that delivers a coherent and consistent message. Given the trend to capital-

intensive technologies and the fact that third-party advertising is unregulated, it is

recommended that the sepalate spending limit for advertising set out in the Manitoba

Elections Finances Act be eliminated. One spending limit would allow the political

parties the flexibility to channel their resources where they want throughout the election

campaign.
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CHAPTER 1

TNTRODUCTION

The primary function of the electoral system in Canada is to provide for an olderly

and democratic succession from one set of political authorities to ærother. It permits the

citizens of Canada to periodically review the performance of their political leadefs and to

pass judgment as to whethef they should continue to govern or should be replaced by a

'ew 
set of authorities.l In Canada, there are rules controlling the conduct of the electoral

system. In Manitoba, the rules governing eiection spending are defined in the Manitoba

Elections Finqnces Act.

As campaigning has become increasingly sophisticated and expensive, so too have

issues of financing become critical to an understanding of the electoral pfocess'

campaign finance regulation takes three forms: campaign spending limits; public

subsidies to candidates and parties; and obligatory disclosure of campaign contributions'

The Law Reform Commission of Manitoba has stated in its 1979 report that election

finance iaws æe necessary for the following reasons:

(1) it is fast becoming exorbitantly expensive for both candidates and parties

to contest elections with the result that politics could becomfe] the

playground of the rich individual and of large, well-organized intelests of

various kinds;
(2) it is easier and more lucrative to solicit funds from a few wealtþ donors

than to tap the "little man", a situation which can lead to the debasing of

ttre high trust of public office through the return of otherwise unmet'ited

and exclusively privileged favors and patronage; and

1 Richard J. Van Loon and Michael Whittingfon. The Canadian Political System:

Environment, Structure, and Process. Third Edition. Toronto: McGraw-Hiil Ryerson

Limited, 1981.



(3)

Officially, the current election laws rest on four principles: faimess; equality of access;

openness; and participation. Faimess is defined as providing a level playing field by

setting spending lirnits for both political parties and candidates. Equality of access

pr.ovides public funding to candidates and political parties to run their campaigns.

Openness is ensured by public disclosure of campaign contributions and expenses' And

public pæticipation is established tlu'ough the tax credit system which encotuages

i¡clividuals to get involved in the political process. Unoffrcially, election laws, accordiug

to some cornmentators, ¿u'e also cleated to sele the needs of the political parties and their

candidates. Party officials have played a major role in shaping the laws.

With respect to spending controls, a separate advertising limit exists within the

larger limit on overall election expenses. The political parties have suppolted two

spelcling limits because it equalizes the use of rnedia advertising. Furthelmore, having a

sepalate spending limit for advertising has slowed the growth of media-clorninated

electio¡ campaigns evident in the United States. However, questions have been laised

regardilg the relevancy of two spending limits given that third parties, that is, groups uot

contesting seats but seeking to influence the political process, are not subject to any

restrictions during an election campaign. Having one spending limit would give the

political parties the flexibility to determine where to focus their campaign dollars. That

focus is increasingly on modern campaign technology. This technology embraces the

electr.onic innovations in electioneering - polling, computerized direct mail, and television

advertising.

2 Mzuritoba Law Reform Commission.
Expenses. Report number 31. August

Report On Political Financing and Electiott
13,1979, page7.

L

the more lavishly endowed candidates and parties in an election staud a

better chance of winning than those who may be of equal or bettel political
merit but lack private fortunes or generous sympathizers.2



Trends in election expenditures reveal that political parties are devoting more

campaign resources to paid advertising in particular. While the news media continue to

provide campaign coverage, parties are using political advertising as a conununications

tool that allows them to maximize their own control over the campaign message. Paid

political advertising uses the mass media as a "direct transmission channel" from the

party to the voter. Consequently, journalists do not have the opportunity to filter, fi'ame

or interpret the message. Furthermore, advertising has advantages because it gives

carnpaign advisors complete control over the message that is transmitted, specifically, the

conterf of the message, how many times a day the message will be transrnitted, and to

wh.ich target audience, though there is no guarantee that the target audience will notice or

be receptive to the advertising. However, with the various technologies available, getting

the message out has never been more eff,rcient, or expensive. Dalton Carnp recently

wrote: "[b]ecause television advertising is expensive, and television production more

expensive, and because polling can tell what is most likely to sell on television - aud

polling is expensive - money is simply an imperative; you can't go fal without it."3

Capital and resources have always been critical components of election campaigns. But

today, due to the utilization of modern campaign technology, money has acquiled a

special signiflrcance. The trend is toward the use of capital-intensive technologies and

away fi'om labour-intensive.rnethods of reaching voters. V/e are in a peliod of lapid

change in cornmunication technologies and practices. These changes seem likely to

levolutionize campaign communication in the next few decades. New technologies are

ah'eady opening new channels for political parties and candidates and bringing changes to

the media. As with the introduction of radio and television, each new technology can

change the focus of campaigning by altering prevailing concepts of time and space. The

3 Dalton Camp. "Bagmen, Money And The Political Process." The Hill Tintes. Febluary
19,1996. page7.



strategy, techniques, and hardware available to political parties and candidates has ah'eady

transformed the environment in which elective offrce is sought. The election campaign

Iaws, the developrnent of television as a political medium, and the rapid advances in

computer capabilities have substantially reduced the more traditional modes of

electioneering. Voters who once saw their candidates behind podiums or on railroacl cars

now see therr in cleverly edited 3O-second television advertisements.

This thesis will explore the use of paid political advertising by political parties

and independent goups in the Manitoba context. The use of modern campaign

teclnrologies will also be discussed and analyzed based on how the political palties have

adjusted to these new technologies and the election laws and how they have structuled

their carnpaigns in relation to both of these factors. The conclusion being that thele has

been a cenÍ'alization in political party campaigns, particularly with respect to

cornmunications. Fufthennore, given the trend toward the use of capital-intensive

tecllrologies and the fact that third party advertising is unregulated, it is recomrnended

tlrat the separate spending limit for advertising set out in the Manitoba Elections

Finances Act be eliminated The original research methodology used fol the study

consists of interviews with political party advisors who were involved in developing

campaign communication stlategies.

Chapter two will examine Canada's and Manitoba's campaign finance law in a

historical context. The Mqnitoba Election Finances Act deftnes the amount of money

political parties can spend, the period in which they can adveftise, the types of

expenditures allowed, and election subsidies and reimbursements.

Chapter thlee will examine the trends in election spending and discuss the

relevance of having a separate spending limit for advertising. The trends in election

spending reveal that political parties devote alarge portion of their advertising budgets to

television advertising.



Modern campaign technology is discussed in chapter four. The increasing use of

commercial advertising techniques and technologies has also necessitated the Ïecluitment

of advertising specialists. Campaigns have become more centralized because of the

development in election campaign technology' Polls, 30-second advertisemerfs' dir-ect

mail, demographic targeting, and phone canvassing, have atl heiped tlansfo¡m

electioneering toward the use of capital-intensive technologies and away fi'om labout'-

intensive methods of reaching voters. The election campaigns of today aÏe highly

synchronized operations that deliver a coherent and consistent message'

In chapter five the issue of third-party advertising will be adch'essed' As

previously mentioned, Manitoba has no legislation in place govetning third-party

expenclitur.es. While legislation concerning thild-party advertising has been passed, it lias

neveï bee' procraimed by trie Lieutenant Governor in council. Thi'd party aclvertisi'g

will be examined in a compalative context with other jurisdictions'

The sixth chapter will attempt to evaluate how the political parties have stÏuctured

their campaigns to work within the framework of the spending laws and how the law

should be changed in light of having no law governing third parly adverlising'



CHAPTER 2

IIISTORY OF EI,ECTION FINANCE LEGISLATION

While response to scandal or crisis has generally been the immediate impetus for

electoral reform, it is important to remember that regulation of election campaigns is not

a simple technical exercise. Rather, it is intended to promote the fundamental objectives

of electoral democracy, namely securing the democratic rights of voters; enhancing access

to elected office; promoting the equality and efficacy of the vote; strengthening political

parties as primary political organizations; promoting fairness in the electoral process; and

enhancing public confidence in the integrity of the electoral process. All of these

pu{poses lie behind the various statements which govern Canada's electoral democracy'

Similar purposes guide the regulation of the use of money during election campaigns'

Political parties and candidates need money to fight elections. However, money can also

corrupt the political process as is evident in Canada's early electoral history. For this

reason, election finance laws have been introduced into the electoral process to promote

fairness and equity, encourage participation, inspire confidence, and strengthen political

parties.

HISTORY OF'ELECTION FINA}ICE LEGISLATION IN CANADA

At the time of Confederation, the laws goveming elections in Canada gave no

recognition to the role that money played in the electoral arena. The issue was only

recognized in the context of "comlpt practices" which usually meant giving and

receiving bribes. The possibility of candidates being obligated to their contributors was



ignored.4 The problems with the system were recognized in 1873 when the govemment

party of Sir John A. Macdonald "had received large sums of money from an entrepreueur

vitalty interested in a government contract and subsidy".s The "Pacific Scandal"

contributed to the defeat of the Conservatives inthe election of 1874. The first Liberal

government of Alexander Mackenzie introduced a new election law in 1874. The

Dominion Elections Act,IB74 transferred the electoral system from provincial to federal

responsibility.6 In addition, the doctrine of agency was established. The doctrine

provided that the legal responsibility for the use of money was invested in a single agent,

wlr.ich meant that there \¡/as a central responsibility for spending.

Despite all the criticisms surrounding the 1874 Act, it took another scandal to

induce further reform, and even then the reforms were modest. The McGreevey scandals

of 1891 disclosed a system, operating in federal elections in Quebec, of contractors giving

lcickbacks on government contracts to finance Government candidates.T The result was

an amendment to the Dominion Elections Act of 1874, whereby it was made a conupt

practise for anyone to assist a candidate at an election in return for money or any

,,valuable consideration", or for the promise of "any offtce, place or employment"'8

However, enforcement \ilas a problem. Prosecution could only be undertaken by the

Crown; therefore, the legal officers of the government in power were often reluctant to

prosecute because it might embarrass or defeat that government.

a J. patrick Boyer. Money and Message: The Law Governing Election Financing,

Advertising, Broadcastiig and Campaigning in Canada. Totonto: Butterworths, 1983'

page 4.
's 

È.O. Ewing. Money, Politics, and Law: A Study of Electoral Campaign Fínance

Reþrm in Cãnada. óxford: Clarendon Press, 1992. page 8. and A. Barbeau. Report of

the Committee on Election Expenses. Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1966' page 14'

6 Macdonald later completed ihe centralizationof the electoral system, notably with the

Franchise Act of 1885.
7 Ewing. Money, Politics, and Løw: A Study of Electoral Campaign Finance Reþrm in

Canada. page 9.
8Iuicl. page 5.
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The parliamentary sessions of 1906 and 1907 were among the most scandal-

ridden on record. There was the discovery of electoral and administrative corruption and

patronage in the civil service, which in turn resulted in several reform measures. A series

of amendments were made to the Dominion Elections Act in 1908. The amendments

specified that contributions from corporations were prohibited, if made directly to

electoral candidates. However, since political parties remained undefined in law, the law

was all but unenforceable. The 1908 amendment also strengthened the doctrine of agency

by malcing it an indictable offence for any contributor to pay money to a candidate other

than through the official agent. As well, it prohibited foreigners from assisting in

Canadian elections, a measure designed to end the expensive practise of bringing in

former Canadians and others from the United States at election time.9

The barrning of corporate political contributions reflected the sentiments of the

progressive Movement sweeping both Canada and the United States shortly after the turn

of the century. However, the amendments "proved to be entirely ineffective in

protribiting big business from contributing to campaign funds ... [t]here was no evidence

that business contributions slackened after 1908; on the contrary, they may have

increased".lo

In1g11,the ban on corporate donations was further amended. All companies and

associations were subject to the prohibition. Thus, trade unions v/ere now included in the

ban. This limitation on the political role of the unions led both the Trade and Labour

Congress of Canada and members of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation to

protest against the measures prohibiting contributions and to seek their repeal. The ironic

result was that a law, originally designed to curtail the influence of big business in

e mi¿. page 6.
to Stan¡ury. Money In Politics: Financíng Parties and Candidates In Canada. Royal

Commission on Electoral Reform and Parfy Financing. Volume l. Toronto: Dundum
press, 1.99L page29. andBarbeau. Report of the Committee on Election Expenses. page

19.
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politics, was in i930 removed from the statute books on the urgings of socialist members

of Parliament.ll

The l92Q amendment also clarified the meaning of "personal expenses"' These

expenses were an exception to the rule that all payments had to be made through the

offrcial agent. The disclosure requirements were also expanded' Candidates wele now

obligated to disclose contributors and the amount contributed, as well as expenditures'l2

Nevertheless, the Act still did not accord legal recognition to political parties nor did it

provide adequate enforcement techniques. subsequently, all of these "improvements"

did not make any significant impact on the canadian system of political finances' In fact'

the year after the removal of the ban on corporate contributions, another scandal was

uncovered. It was revealed that approximately $700,000 had been given by the

Beauhamois corporation to the previous Liberal Govemment and that an extremely

vaiuable government contract had been given to the corporation'l3

After the amendments in 1920, a half century passed without any other significant

changes to the federal statutes affecting election expenses' Measures were advocated in

parriament from time to time to improve on inherent weaknesses in the existing legal

regime, but these did not culminate in legislative enactments' By the early 1960s' the

conjunction of several factors stimulated a re-examination of federal electoral law'

Financiar difFrcurties arose from the rapid succession of five erections between 1957 and

1965. Although the main political parties usually gathered enough funds for election

campaigns, each election seemed costlier than the last' One of the main feasons for this

was the use of paid television advertising beginning in lg57 '14 A spirit of reform

tl Boyer. Money and Message: The Løw Governing Election Financing, Advertising,

Broaãcasting and Campaigning in Canada' pageT '
12lbid. page7.
l3 g*.Uå; Report of the Committee on Election Expenses. page22'

la F. Leslie Seidle *A rctuyyanZev Paltiel. "Parly Finance, the Election Expenses Act,

and Campaign Spenái ngin"íOn and 1980". Canada at the. Polls, 1979 and 1980: A
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began to emerge. The demand for change had already been acknowledged in Quebec

after the defeat of Maurice Duplessis's Union Nationale government by the Liberals in

1960. The former govefïìment was allegedly looting the province's economy by a

systematic disposal of rights over resouïces in return for campaign contributions, and the

province,s treasury by the blatant use of public funds to win electoral support'ls

Debate within the Quebec Liberal parfy led in 1963 to sweeping amendments to the

euebec Election Act. Discussion of changes carried over to the federal Liberal pa$y'

This and other events meant that the time was right for a serious study of election

spending and partY finance.

The Liberal government at the time appointed a Committee to "advise in the best

practicable way to set enforceable limits to expenditures in election campaigns".l6 The

Advisory committee on Election Expenses was appointed in 1964. Chaired by Alphonse

Barbeau, a Montreal lawyer, the committee reported its recommendations in 1966' These

recommendations included bringing parties under the law as responsible bodies;

broadening the base of politicat participation through a system of subsidies; reducing

overall election costs by instituting shorter campaign periods and media spending limits;

requiring complete disclosure by candidates; enforcing statutory requirements; and the

publishing of audited financial statements. I 7

The Barbeau Report was ignored for several years until the House of Commons

formed a Special Committee on Election Expenses in 1970. The Committee, chaired by

Study of the General Elections. Howard R. Penniman. (ed)' Washington: American

Institute for Public Policy Research 1981. page229'
iS Norrn* Ward. "Money and Politics: Tlie Costs of Democracy in Canada." Canadian

Journal of Political Scíeice. Volume V, number 3. September 1972' page 338'

1ã Bøng. Money, politics, and Løw: A Study of Electoral Campaign Finance in Canada'

page 11.
ì7"Donald C. Macdonald. "Election Finances Legislation In Canada." Party Politics In

Canoda. Sixth edition. Hugh G. Thorburn. (ed), Scarborough: Prentice-Hall Canada,

1991. page69.
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Hyliard Chappell, generally supported the recommendations made by the Barbeau

Committee and advanced several of its propositions even further.

kL 1972, Bill C-211 was introduced in the House of Commons. It attempted to

further limit election expenses. The limits only included paid broadcasting time, print

advertisements in periodicals, and the cost of printing, publishing and distributing any

advertising material for the purpose of promoting or opposing a candidate or a parfy.lS

After years of neglect of election finance law, the impetus of these various studies

and reports culminated in a. ne\¡¡ law, the Election Expenses Act in 1974. Rumols of

scandals in Quebec and the Watergate Affair in the United States are said to have created

an atmosphere conducive to reform in this period of Liberal minority govemment. When

the Election Expenses Act carne into effect, it took the form of a series of amendments to

the Canada Electíons Act, the Broadcasting Act, and the Income Tax Act.l9 Its rnajor

provisions are summarized under the following headings:

Party Registration and Agency
Registered political parties were required to appoint a chief agent and an auditor
responsible for filing information with the Chief Electoral Officer. Only a person

authorized by a parfy or candidate could incur "election expenses". However, the

Act exempted interest groups or individuals who engaged in advertising during
election campaigns, provided that they promoted discussion of public policy and

did so in good faith.

Spending Limits
Each registered politiõal party could spend up to thirty cents for each elector in
each riding dwing the period between the issue of the writs and election day.

"Election expenses" were also defined in the Act. Examples of what constituted

election expenses include, the cost of broadcasting and periodic advertising, the

cost of acquiring meeting space, and promotional literature, to name just a few.

Reimbursement of Campaign Expenses

18 Stanbury. Money and Politícs: Financing Federal Parties and Candidates ín Canada.
page 35.
19 Seidte. "Party Finance, the Election Expenses Act, and Campaign Spending in1979
and 1980." page232.
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All candidates who received at least 15 percent of the votes cast and who

complied with the requirements for submitting their report on election expenses

were entitled to be reimbursed for a part of their election expenses by the federal

govemmenÏ.

Advertising
Amendments to the Broadcasting Act required radio and television stations to

make available up to 6.5 hours of free and allocated time for paid political

advertising or political broadcasts by registered political parties.

Disclosure
Every registered political party was required to submit a detailed statement of
revenues and expenditures annually.

Tax Credits
The federal govemment provided a tax credit for individuals and corporations,

calculated as follows:
75 percent of amounts contributed up to $100;

50 percent of amounts contributed between $100 and $550; and

33.3 percent of amounts contributed exceeding $550, up to a total tax credit of

$550.20

Overall, the 1974 Election Expenses Act was designed to achieve several

objectives: to bring candidates and party financing into the open; to put limits on election

expenses and thereby reduce the actual or potential influence of money on politicians; to

use public funds to subsidize part of the election costs of both parties and candidates;

and to reduce the dependence of the Conservative and Liberal parties on a small number

of corporate contributors.2 1

The federal government has acknowledged that Canada's electoral laws need

further reform, especially with the introduction of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

In 1989, it appointed the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing.

Its mandate was to inquire and report on the appropriate principles, processes and rules

20 Stanbury. Money In Politics: Financing Federal Parties and Candidates in Canada.

pages 37-38.
2t W.f. Stanbury. "Regulating the Financing of Federal Parties and Candidates."

Canadian Parties inTransition. Second Edition. A. Brian Tanguay and Alain G.

Gagnon. (eds). Toronto: Nelson Canada, 1996. page 373.
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that should govem the election of members of the House of Commons and the

financing of political parties and candidates during election campaigns.22 The Royal

Commission made several recommendations for dramatic reform of the electoral system,

including tough new limits on advertising and a guarantee of seats for aboriginal people.

ln addition, it concluded that election campaigns should be shorter; that the internal

affairs of political parties should be more carefully regulated, and that the parties should

be given financial inducements to attract more women into politics.23 According to

Robert Gabor, a former Commissioner, few of the recommendations were ever accepted'

Gabor commented that the Royal Commission's study on women in politics was

particularly well done; however, it was rejected by policy-makers.

HISTORY OF ELECTION FINANCE LAW IN MANITOBA

When Manitoba entered Confederation, it used the ordinary judicial system and

tried election disputes like other cases. ln time, it became one of the pioneers in dealing

with election finances. While possessing progressive legislation, a wide gap remained

between the intent of Manitoba's statutes and the actual operation of its political

process.

Very early election legislation, from 1870 to 1917 was most concerned with

candidate spending. As in the federal case, the legislation did not focus on the amounts

spent, but rather required an account ofcandidate spending to ensure that candidates did

not use spending to buy votes.24 The philosophy behind the law can be seen in the

following examples from the 1886 Election Act of Manitoba:

22 pienelortie. "The Principles of Electoral Reform." Canadian Parliamentary

Review. Volume 16, number 1. Spring 1993. page2'
2i C.offt.y york and Ross Howard. "Royal Inquiry Urges Reforms For Election'"

Globe and Maí\. February 14,1992. page 1.

24 Elections Manitoba. Elections Finance Legislation. Unpublished document. nd. page 1'
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No person shall for the purpose of promoting or procuring the election of a
candidate at any election be engaged or employed for the payment or promise of
payment ... except only for the purpose of the following:
(1) one election agent
(2) the personal expenditure of the candidate
(3) the expenses of printing and advertising and the expenses of publishing,

issuing and distributing addresses and notices
the expenses of holding public meetings
the expenses of a central committee room and of not more than one room
in each polling sub-division for public and other meetings (Sec 195).2s

(4)
(s)

Except in respect of the personal expenses of a candidates, no payment, Ioan, or
deposit, shall be made by or on behalf of such candidate at any election, on

account of such election. Otherwise than through one or more agents, whose

names and addresses have been declared in writing (Sec 223).

A detailed statement of all election expenses incurred by or on behalf of any

candidate shall within two months after the election be made out and signed by

the agent ... and delivered with the bills and the vouchers relative thereto to the

clerk of the executive council (Sec 228).

The legislation was virtually unchanged until 1917. However, until this time

furious partisanship led to charges of false voting, free treating, and bribery in thlee by-

elections in l9l2 and 1913.26 The losing Liberal candidate in the Gimli by-election

charged that "public moneys were improperly and comrptly employed," that "bribery was

extensively practised and comrpt heating was carried on," that "liquor \ilas freely

dispensed," that "intimidation was largely practised and that employees of the Manitoba

government and offrcers of the law were personally guilty of intimidation, bribery and

distribution of liquor."27 While these byelections '\¡/ere reason for concern, it was the

scandal surrounding the construction of the Legislative building which was the main

2s Ibid. page 1.
26 W.L. Morton Manitoba: A History. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1957.

page334.
27 Ieffery Simpson. Spoils Of Power: The Politics Of Patronage. Toronto: Collins
Publishers, 1988. page 246.'
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catalyst for reform and ultimately led the new Liberal government of T.c. Nonis to

remodel the Elections Act of 1886. The Manitoba government originally awarded the

contract for construction of the building to a friendly company' at an estimated cost of

$2,859,700. Later design changes increased the cost to 54,500,000. The Liberal party

fited a petition alleging that funds for the Legislative buildings had been siphoned into

Conservative coffers. A judiciat committee of inquiry was established which concluded

that many of the allegations against the Conservatives were true. Within six weeks of

testimony by the commission, Roblin resigned as premier, thereby making way for a

Libelal govemment.2S

The new election legislation introduced by the new Liberal govemment brought

several changes to the previous Act; the most noteworthy of which was the introduction

of spending limits for both political parties and individual candidates. The final change,

that year, was to legislate against any contribution by persons or organizations outside the

province. Specifically, the 1917 statutes entitled An Act to Amend the Manitoba

Elections Act stated:

The total expenses of any kind whatsoever incurred or authorized by or on behalf

of any candidate ... shall not exceed the sum of $500, except in the electoral

divisions of Winnipeg Centre, Winnipeg North and V/innipeg South where they

shall not exceed the sum of$750 (Sec 7).

The total electoral expenses that shall be incurred by the central or general

committee of any poûtical party ... in connection with any general election for the

Legislative Assembly, shall in no case exceed the sum of $25,000 ... [Sec 8(1)].

Within 15 days after the day on which the final declaration of the polls at any

election takes place ... the central committee of any political party or other off,tcers

who have acteã in such capacity shall transrnit to the clerk of the Executive

Council a true return ..' containing
(l) all contributions to the party fund, with the correct names, addresses and

amounts of the contributors
(2) all electoral exPenses

28 lbid. page247 and248.
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all disputed and unpaid claims ... [Sec 8(3)].2e

In 7924, Manitoba became the first province to deal with the role of business

corporations in financing elections. All corporate election frurding was prohibited.

However, this was eventually dropped in 1980 because corporate contributions were

being "laundered" through individuals, thus making the law unenforceable.30 The

disclosure provisions outlined in the Elections Act werc fairly broad. One of the greatest

problems with the system was its failure to produce any prosecutions for offences.3l In

fact, in 1977 Manitoba's Chief Electoral Off,rcer at the time, Jack Reeves, acknowledged

that Manitoba would be better off with no election expense legislation rather than carry

on with its current provisions. Reeves acknowledged, "[a]ll of the actors in the electoral

process paficipate in a massive deception when the public believes we have election

expense controls, but doesn't know the controls are both ineffectual and easily

circumvented".32

Overall, it was recognized that the spending limits at the time were unrealistic.

While a $500 spending restriction per candidate may have been enough near the turn of

the century, it certainly was not enough in the 1970s and 1980s. The increasing use of

political advertising as a campaign tool meant that candidates were spending more money

than ever in order to reach the electorate. Therefore, it was felt that reform of the

legislation was needed in order to establish reasonable, workable spending limits. In

addition, there was a problem with enforceability. While the Election Act of Manitoba

required the disclosure and reporting of all campaign expenditures, it failed to indicate a

specific, effective penalty for the breach of spending limits. If the issue of over-

29 Elections Manitoba. Elections Finance Legislation. page2.
30 Macdonald. "Election Finances Legislation in Canada." page 69.
3l Boyer. Money and Message: The Løw Governing Election Financíng, Advertising,
Broadcastíng and Campaigning ín Canada. page l7l.
32 ftid. page l7t.
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expenditures had ever been pursued in a court of law, it would have been dealt with as a

srinrmary conviction offence involving only a nominal fine. This was something many

candidates simply viewed as another cost of getting elected.33 Enforcement of the Act

was further complicated because prosecution was the responsibility of the Attomey-

General. This partisan figure was a member of the cabinet; thus there was a clear conflict

of interest.

During the 1970s, several other provinces and the federal govemment undertook

reforms to electoral laws which surpassed the requirements of the Election Act of

Manitoba. Finally in 1976, the Law Reform Commission of Manitoba was asked to

conduct a thorough review of the election laws in the province.34 The Commission

examined electoral expenses ærd contributions. In addition, the subjects of reporting and

disclosure of those transactions and enforcement of the rules relating to these matters

were also studied. The Commission presented its report in 1979.35 It became the basis

for the drafting of Manitoba's new legislation governing elections.

The Electíons Fínances Act carne into force in 1980, with companion provisions

contained in the totally revised Elections Act also passed in 1980, and in amendments to

the Income Tax Act of Manitoba. The registration of parties and candidates was

introduced. While no limits were set for contributions to parties and candidates, the

manner of contribution was.regulated. Other contribution-related provisions included

the regulation of the amount of contribution in individual charges for fund raising

fi.rnctions, the deeming of the candidate's own funds to be contributions for the pulposes

of the Act, and the formal allowance of corporate contributions.36 The 1980 Act gave

33 NA. llinnipeg Tribune. October 28,1977.
34 The Manitoba Law Reform Commission was established by the The Law Reþrm
Commission Act in I 970 and began functioning in 197 | .

35 Law Reform Commission. Report On Political Financing and Electíon Expenses.

August 13,1979. Report No.31.
36 Ontario Commission on Election Contributions and Expenses. I Comparative Survey
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enforcement duties to an independent Elections Commission which also tended to other

administrative functions. The Commission included the Chief Electoral Officer, a person

appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, who also served as the Clerk of the

Manitoba Legislature. The Commission was also made up of two persons representing

each of the registered political parties in the assembly. The role of the Commission was

to assist parties and candidates and their chief financial officers in preparing financial

statements and otherwise complying with the Act. This duty involved the issuance of

guidelines to key actors in the campaign financing system. The Commission was also

given the full control of prosecution decisions.3T However, since the Commission was

typicalty made up of partisan figures appointed by the Legislature, it could hardly be

described as an independent and impartial body; thus prosecutions were hardly a legular

occuffence.

In 1983, the NDP govemment introduced two bills, C-48 and C-74, into the

Manitoba Legislature, which were intended to amendthe Election Act to bring it into line

with the new Election Finances Act. Both bills were passed in 1984. Under section 3 of

Bilt 48 the Chief Electoral Officer replaced the Commission for purposes of the

administration of the Election Fínances Act. The Chief Electoral Offrcer and the office

of Elections Manitoba are independent from the Legislature, thus there is no partisan

influence.

In addition to the new administrative arrangements, Manitoba's reformed election

laws included several substantive revisions. The law required that to be a registered

party, political parties must have four or more seats in the Assembly. It is argued that this

serves as a measure of a party's credibility as a genuine aspirant for legislative offtce, and

this measure must, of necessity, be related to its perfoÍnance in the political arena either

Of Election Finance Legislation, 1983. page 45.
37 Manitoba. The Elections.Commission. The First Annuol Report of the Elections
Commission. January 1982. page l.
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in terms of the effort made to get votes or the return on that effort in seats obtained'38

The number of seats is the only qualification for recognition as an offrcial paúy.

Previously, the Law Reform Commission rejected an all-encompassing definition for

what should constitute a "recognized political par[y". The Commission stated that the

number of candidates or votes obtained should not be a qualification for recognition as a

political party because this:

fails as a means of determining qualification for registration because it not only

contains no objective means of determining political credibility but it is wide

enough to incorporate gtoups and associations not generally considered

"political". Taking the word "political" in its ordinary sense (which does not

necessarily mean partisan) it refers to the policies of the state or the govemment,

or to public policy or to public affairs.39

Despite the reforms, there were no subsidies for candidates until 1986. At present, public

funding of political parties and candidates is provided indirectly through income tax

credits and directly through election reimbursements.

Currently, Manitoba's system reimburses qualifying candidates with 50 per cent of

total election expenses within an upper limit. In order to qualifi', the Electíons Finances

Act requires that candidates receive at least 10 per cent of the valid votes cast in their

respective electoral divisions. This threshold for receiving the reimbursement is lower

than the 15 per cent requirement under the federal system. In Manitoba, the parties

receive the lesser of 50 per cent of election expenses permitted or 50 per cent of actual

election expenses. The reimbursement is based on party spending limits for each name

on the revised list in the electoral division where the party had fielded a candidate.4O

38 The Law Reform Commission. Report On Political Financing and Election Expenses.

page 14.
3e lbid.
40 Peter P. Constantinou. "Public Funding of Political Parties, Candidates and Elections

in Canada." Issttes In Party and Election Finance In Canada. Royal Commission on

Electoral Reform and Party Financing. Volume 5. Toronto: Dundurn Press, I99I. page

245.
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Another method of public funding available is political contribution tax incentives

that take the form of tax deductions. In Manitoba, the formula for political contribution

tax credit provisions is the same as that at the federal level. When the Pawley

govemment first introduced reimbursements to the electoral system, it was a subject of

great contention. Sterling Lyon, leader of the Conservative Opposition parly, denounced

it as a blatant attempt by the NDP to provide public subsidies to "every left-wing kook

group in the province".4l Furthermore, the Conservatives argued that the ability of a

political parly to raise funds reflected political support for that party. The Progressive

Parúz also argued that allowing reimbursements to candidates and parties interfered

with its memberships fi.rndamental freedoms by forcing them, as taxpayers, to subsidize

an opinion or political parfy they did not support. The party members took their claim to

court; however, the judge dismissed their application saying the sections being challenged

did not contravene rights guaranteed by the Charter.43

There was yet another court challenge in reference to the reimbursement of

election funds. The case Re Mackay et al. and the Government of Manitoba (1986), was

argued on the grounds that the partial reimbursements of expenses granted to candidates

and political parties constituted a violation of both freedoms of religion and expression,

guaranteed by section 2 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,in that the

citizen's tax money was bei¡rg used to finance candidates and parties to which he was

4l Murray McNeil. "Lyon Scorns Public Aid In Elections." Winnipeg Free Press. Jurrc

7,1983. page 1.
a2 The Progressive Party of Canada emerged as a result of western regional discontent

and alienation. ln the I92l federal election, the Progressive Party won 64 seats, including

37 of the 39 prairie seats, 24 seats in Ontario, 3 in British Columbia, and I in New
Brunswick. Provincial wings of the party were formed; however, only the Manitoba
Progressive movement outlasted the national movement. Although, ffiÐy Manitobans

who supported the Progressive movement made their way back to the Liberal parry in
1926.
43 Paula Martin. "Election Finances Act Challenge Denied." Winnipeg Free Press.

April 18, 1985. page 1.
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opposed.44 Again, the Court of Queen's Bench justice held that the legislation did not

infringe on freedom of expression. The Manitoba Court of Appeal came to the same

ruling. The written judgment stated that statutory funding of candidates does not infringe

on taxpayers'right to freedom ofexpression because:

The Act does not prohibit a taxpayer or anyone else from holding or expressing
any position. Rather, the Act seems to foster and encourage the dissemination and
expression of a wide range of views and positions. In this way it enhances public
knowledge of diverse views and facilitates public discussion of those views.45

This brief history of the public law respecting election expense reveals that changes have

occurred both through statutory revisions and court rulings.

Overall, the development of electoral laws in Manitoba has shown a steady

progression toward accountability. lnterest in the topic has been rather sporadic, with

scandal often being the catalyst for reform. Also driving electoral reform in Manitoba has

been partisanship. First, the Liberal government remodeled the Elections Act of 1886

following the scandal surrounding the construction of the Legislative building. Second,

after "polarized politics" took hold in Manitoba after 1969, the government embalked on

a course toward electoral reform by introducing a new Elections Act and later the

Elections Finances Act. Reforms have often been launched with much positive rhetoric

about the need to protect and strengthen the democratic process. Over time, Manitoba's

election laws have come to rest on four principles: (i) fairness in providing a level

playing field by setting limits on the amount of money candidates and parties could

spend; (iÐ equality of access by providing public funding to candidates and parties to

run their campaigns; (iii) openness through public disclosure of campaign contributions

and expenses; (iv) public participation through the tax credit system to encourage

44 Piene F. Cote. Etudes Electorales: Third-Party Advertising During An Electoral
Period And Contributions Made to Politícal Parties and Candidates Regarding The

Charter. Second Edition. August 1994. page 10.
4s lbid. page 10.
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individuals to get involved in the political process. This thesis will proceed to analyze

how these principles are reflected in the public law provisions and practices respecting

political advertising.
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CHAPTER 3

TRENDS IN ELECTION SPENDING

Former Speaker of the US House of Representatives Thomas "Tip" OT'treill once

said "there are four parts to any campaign. The candidate, the issues of the candidate, the

campaign organization, and the money. Without money, you can forget the other

three".46 Joseph Israel Tarte, Laurier's chief organizer and fund-raiser in Quebec 1894-

1896, and who also organized election campaigns in Quebec and New Brunswick until

1902, wisely observed that "prayers do not win elections". Jesse Unruh, former speaker

of the Califomia legislature used a different metaphor when he observed that "money is

the mother's milk of politics". More recently, Norman Atkins, former chairman of the

Progressive Conservative's 1984 and 1988 election campaigns, noted "you can't run ...

campaigns on [the proceeds from] selling fudge".47 The common theme here is that

money is the fuel of election campaigns.

Although campaign spending is more tightty regulated in Canada than in the U.S.

there is a debate as to whçther money is a determinant of election outcomes. The

Manitoba Elections Finances lcl assumes that it is. The central premise of the Act is the

belief that money has the potential to distort "the practice of representative democracy" at

election time.48 Empirical evidence suggests, however, that money alone does not

46 Munroe Eagles. "The Political Ecology Of Campaign Contributions In Canada: A
Constituency-Level Analysis". CanadianJournal of Political Scíence. September 1992.

Volume )OCV. Number 3. page 535.
a7 Stanbury. Money In Politics: Financing Federal Partíes and Candidates In Canada.

page 5.
48 Eagles. "The Political Ecology Of Campaign Contributions In Canada: A
Constituency Level Analysis". page 535.
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determine outcomes; success in elections depends on the interaction of numerous long-

term and short-term forces.

Rising advertising costs are often blamed for the increasing costs of elections' For

this reason most statutes controlling election expenses have a separate spending limit for

advertising expenses as a way to control overall election expenses.4g The Manitoba

Elections Finances Act sets the following spending limits on advertising:

51(1) the total advertising expenses incurred by or on behalf of a registered

political parËy, including advertising expenses incurred by any person of

ãrganization acting on behalf of the registered politicat parfy with the knowledge

and consent of the registered political party, shall not exceed

(a) in the case of a registered political parfy in relation to a general election, the

amount determined by multiplying $0.40 by the number of names on the revised

voters' lists for all electoral divisions in which the registered political party

endorses candidates; and

(b) in the case of a registered political party in relation to a by-election in an

electoral division, the amount determined by multiplying $0.75 by the number of
names on the revised voters lists for the electoral division.

51(2) the total advertising expenses incurred by or on behalf of a candidate,

including advertising expenses incurred by any person with the knowledge and

consent of the candidate, shall not exceed the amount determined by multiplying

$0.25 by the number of names on the revised voters' lists for the electoral division

in which the person is a candidate.

With respect to overall election expenses, sections 50(l) and 50(2) of the Act set the

following spending limits:

50(1) the total election expenses incurred by or on behalf of a registered political

parfy, including election expenses incurred by any person or organization acting

49 Section 51(3) of the Elections Finances Act states: the total advertising expenses

permitted under this section are included in, and are not in addition to, the total election

expenses permitted under section 50.
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on behalf of the registered political parry with the knowledge and consent of the

registered political parry, shall not exceed

(a) in the case of a registered political party in relation to a general election, the

amount determined by multiplying $0.80 by the number of names on the revised

voters' lists for all the electoral divisions in which the registered political party

endorses candidates; and

(b) in the case of a registered political party in relation to a by-election in an

electoral division, the amount determined by multiplying $1.50 by the number of
names on the revised voters' lists for the electoral division.

50(2) the total election expenses incurred by or on behalf of a candidate, including

election expenses incurred by any person or organization acting on behalfofthe
candidate, shall not exceed

(a) in the case of a candidate in an electoral division having an area of less than

30,000 square miles, the amount determined by multiplying $1 .25 by the number

of names on the revisêd voters' lists for the electoral division; and

(b) in the case of a candidate in an electoral division having an area of 30,000

squaïe miles or more, the amount determined by multiplying $2.00 by the number

of names on the revised voters' lists for the electoral division.

Section 52 of the Act provides a formula to adjust these levels based on price

increases and inflation. The formula uses absolute dollar amounts per-voter and then

adjusts these absolute amounts by changes in the Winnipeg Consumer Price Index.

While the spending limits are easily understood, there has been some criticism of the

definition of "election expenses." According to the Chief Electoral Officer, Richard

Balasko, the scope of the definition ought to be expanded and it should also be more

inclusive.5O 5 election expense is defined in section 45(1) of the Elections Finances

Act. Sectiona5Q) outlines what is included as an election expense. The sections state:

45(l) For purposes of this Act, "election expenses" means

(a) money spent or liabilities incuned; and

(b) the value of donations in kind accepted;

50 Richard Balasko. Chief Electoral Officer of Manitoba. Interview: January 16,1996.
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prior to or during an election period in respect ofgoods used or services plovided

ãuring the election period for the purpose of supporting or opposing a candidate or

registered political parfy in the election.

Items included in election expenses.

45(2) Without restricting the generality of the definition in subsection (1), for the

purposes of this Act "election expenses" includes money spent or liabilities

incurred, and the value of donations in kind accepted, prior to or during an

election period in respect of
(a) advertising;

iU) ttr" servicès of any person acting as official agent, otgarrizer, manager, offrce

worker, or other campaign worker;
(c) the services of any person to run as a candidate, except by way of paid

absence under a collective agreement or other employment agreement;

(d) transportation, accommodation, and food and refreshment for candidates,

campaign workers, and the leaders for registered political parties;

(e) rental or purchase of office space, including office equipment and supplies and

costs of utilities such as telephones, hydro service, and heating;

(Ð hall rental and other meeting space;

(g) posters, leaflets, pamphlets, letters, cards, and other promotional material;

(h) signs and banners;
(i) lumber and other structural supports for signs and banners; and

O mailing or other distribution of election materials;

used or provided during an election period for the purpose of supporting or

opposing a candidate or registered political parly in the election.

TRENDS IN ELECTION SPENDING: 1981 - 1995

A significant portion of election expenditures is spent on advertising, as is evident

in Tables 1 and 3. Often, this is criticized as promoting party and leadership images and

not on promoting substantive issues or policy platforms. Nevertheless, a separate

advertising limit exists compared to overall election expenses. Questions have been

raised regarding the relevancy of advertising limits as spelled out in section 51, given that

there are overall limits for campaign expenditures. The view has been expressed that

with a total election expense limit in effect the candidate or political parfy should be fi'ee

leave of
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to choose how money is spent within the overall limit and not be further limited with

respect to advertising expenses.

The arguments in favor of removing the separate limit imposed on political

advertising are that a single limit would allow campaigns maximum flexibility in the

delivery of their message. There is an argument that the current limit on advertising

interferes with the right of parties and candidates to spend "their money" as they desire. If

a political party or candidate wants to spend all of their resources on advertising alone,

why should they be prevented from doing so? Another argument for removing the

advertising limit is that it inhibits the cost of communicating with voters. By cost, it is

meant that parties and candidates are limited in their capacity to reach and inform voters.

Finally, the current advertising timit hinders political parties from responding to third

party advertising, which is unregulated.

There are also several arguments for the retention of the current advertising limit.

First, as an example, if two candidates had resources of $15,000 and $3500 respectively,

the present law would still equalize the use of media advertising at $3500. Should there

be only one overall limit, one candidate might spend a much greater amount on media

advertising.sl A second argument for retaining a separate spending limit for advertising

is that it would keep election expenses down. Before spending limits were introduced,

television advertising was the main factor driving election spending increases. A third

argument for retention of advertising limits is that political advertising is already the main

form of communication with voters. Removal of the advertising limit could lead to even

more media-dominated elections. Subsequently, there would be less emphasis on

i¡dividual candidates and on face-to-face communication with voters. Finally, removal

of the separate limit presumes that society is indifferent as to how parties spend their

sl Manitoba. Elections Manitoba. Annual Report On The Elections Finances Act. 1990.

page 40.
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election funds, a portion of which comes for the public treasury in the form of tax credits

and reimbursements.

On balance, one expenditure limit is more desirable than having a sepalate

spending limit for advertising. In Manitoba, it is the political parties who do all of the

television advertising. Each party's spending is fairly equal (see Table 2). Therefore, it is

wïong to assume that one overall limit would allow one party to spend more on

advertising than another, thereby making the electoral contest somehow unequal. If

anything, having one limit would allow the parties maximum flexibility to get their

message out and they would not feel compelled to advertise before the election period

when the effectiveness of political advertising is lost. The Liberal party advertising blitz

prior to the 1995 election proved to be a complete waste of resources. Thus the political

parlies should have the opportunity to do all of their advertising during the election period

in order get their message to the voters. In addition, the hypothesis that removing the

advertising limit would lead to more media-dominated interaction with voters is

debatable. There is no proof that by having advertising limits, that this would somehow

encourage the continuation of face-to-face interaction with voters. With advances in

technology and the transfer of new marketing techniques into the electoral arena, it is

safe to say that media-dominated interaction with voters will be the nonn regardless of

any spending limits imposed on advertising. The trend is toward the use of capital-

intensive technologies and away from labour-intensive methods of reaching voters.

Filip Palda argues that if campaign spending is a useful activity, then the antount

spent on a campaign is a misleading measure of cost. The cost of informing a given

number of voters is more meaningful because it reflects how productive campaign

spending is.52 According to Palda, while advertising costs more today, it reaches a

sz pilip Palda. Election Finance Regulation In Canada: A Critical Review. Vancouver:

The Fraser Institute, 1991. page 15 and 16.
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greater number of people. Therefore, the price of informing voters may in fact be lower

than in the past.53 However, Palda goes on to say that while the rules and regulations

that surround spending limits may indeed reduce what is spent on a campaign, they may

also interfere with the ability of candidates to communicate with voters. Palda holds that

regulating the amorurt spent on advertising means "that a dollar's worth of advertising

influences fewer people than it might were it unregulated".s4 FurthermoLe, he argues

that advertising is also of great value to voters because it lowers their costs of collecting

information about the issues and the candidates. Thus, low expenditures that result from

spending limits may be bad if voters are deprived of information. Palda then maintains

that spending limits may actually increase the costs of transmitting information between

candidates and voters because of complicated administration. The main point he is

proposing is that regulated spending may be less of a value to the electorate because

spending regulation often makes it hard for candidates to get their messages across

erltclentlv."

Essentially, there should be one overall limit for election expenses and no separate

limit for advertising. In Manitoba, as in other jurisdictions, there is a trend toward

capital-intensive technologies. Political parties do spend a great deal of their money on

advertising. This will continue to be the case; thus in order to give the parties the

flexibility to get their message out - they should be given the flexibility to focus their'

spending as they choose. The following figures show how much the three main political

parties have spent on advertising since the Elections Finances Acthas come into effect:

s3 lbid. page 16
54Ibid.
s5 lbid. page 19 and20.
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ADVERTISTNG EXPENSES FOR MANITOBA GENERAL ELECTIONS56

TABLB 1

LTBERAL 50,972.00 9r,713.56 203,016.53 164,210.00 379,905.00NDp 259,792ß0 325,044.00 366,490.00 333,263.00 391,755.00PC 240,085.00 328,635.14 301,964.00 341,242.00 471.714.00

In Manitoba, the amount spent on advertising has shown a pattern of slight

increase (with the exception of 1990). However, these increases are not significant. They

do show that regulations have managed to keep spending from accelerating with each

election. Thus they have served their stated pu{pose. However, it should not be assumed,

as Palda does, that a laissez-faire market in which candidates spend as they like is the best

model in an election. Political parties and candidates should still have an overall limit on

election expenses. They should simply have the flexibility to spend money how they

want in order to get their message out, whether it is on a glossy television advertisement

or an informative pamphlet.

Palda's argument is based on the premise that money is an effective determinant of
the election outcome. However, money alone does not determine elector.al success.

Rather, it is how that money is spent. In order for political advertising to be effective, it
must target its message and be persuasive. This is where many of the techniques of
political marketing become useful. Polling and the use of focus groups, for example,

allow political parties and candidates to determine where and how to focus spending in

advertising. Therefore, it does not matter how much money is spent, rather that it is spent

56 Figures provided by Elections Manitoba. Compilation from annual reports and
political parfy returns. Verified with Scott Gordon, Chief Financial Offióer of Elections
Manitoba. Actual figures, not in constant dollars.
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wisely. What is important is that political parties and candidates have the flexibility to

determine where best to focus their resources.

Overall, individual candidates in Manitoba do not spend much money on

television advertising. It takes a great deal of exposure to make an impact in a major

media market, lil<e V/iruripeg, and the costs are prohibitive for an individual candidate.

Therefore, candidates rely mainly on the provincial advertising campaigns of their parties

which emphasize central campaign themes and leadership. Individual candidates often

make limited use of local newspapers and electronic media buys, but this spending pales

in comparison to province-wide spending. During the 1995 election, the NDP spent

$390,756 on television advertising, the Conservative party spent $444,244, and the

Liberals spent $305,483 during the election period. Television advertising consumed

almost all of the advertising budgets of the three political parties.

The cost of advertising in Manitoba increased between 1981 and 1995. The price

of a 30 second spot on television is dependent on several factors. Stations price their

advertising according to supply and demand. First, the price of a 30 second spot depends

on the season. The Fall season, which runs September 15 to December 5 is generally the

highest demand time and therefore purchasing advertising at this time is more expensive

than at any other time throughout the year. The Winter season runs from December 6 to

February 25 and the ad prices are approximately 20Yo to 25o/o less expensive than Fall

advertising spots. Prices j.tmp back up in the Spring between February 26 and June 3.

Summer advertising prices are the lowest. Prices also vary with the time of day, whether

prime time, early fringe or late fringe, and of course by program. The television station

sells 12 minutes per hour of advertising. A 30 second spot for the early local news on

CBC in Winnipeg is $395. A spot on the CBC national news, advertised at the local level

is $350. To show that same ad dwing the morning ne\ils is $25. In the spring, a spot to

be shown locally to the Winnipeg market during Hockey Night in Canada is $600. To

pruchase a spot during a popular progra.m, such as Seinfeld and Friends, on CI(ND could
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nrn as high as $2000 for 30 seconds of air.57 The popular programs will always be more

expensive in purchasing advertising time because the audience share is larger. According

to I(en Mykichuk of the CBC, most political parties like to capture the wider audience;

therefore, they buy a mix between prime time and fringe time. The formula is usually

60% prime time and 40o/o fringe time.58 Political parties pay the same rates as all other

advertisers.

Even if candidates spend little or no money on television, most have modest radio

budgets. Radio is a good medium for political campaigns because messages can be much

more targeted to specific kinds of listeners. Radio expenditures can be parlicularly

important in rural Manitoba. People depend on the radio for timely information on crop

prices, current events and local news. Rural radio time is also inexpensive and it offers a

captive audience that spends a lot of time tlavelling by car from comrnunity to

community.

Generally, the value of newspaper advertising varies from campaign to campaign.

Full page adveÍisements in the Winnipeg Free Press cost $11,287.50 per day during the

week and $14,267.40 on Saturdays. Rural weeklies and dailies in smaller communities

can be a vital way of building name recognition and advancing policy positions. These

newspapers are more likely to be read because of their local content. In fact, some voters

will search the paper during an election to see if their favorite candidate has an ad and

will want to know why if it is not there.59 During the 1995 election, the NDP did little

advertising in newspapers. The party spent only $85 throughout the election peliod on

advertising expenses in newspapers, mag¿vines, and other publications. The Liberal

57 Ken Hanson. General Sales Manager of the Television Advertising Group. Telephone
Interview: July 9, 1996.
58 Ken Mykichuk. Account Executive. CBC Winnipeg. Telephone Interview: July 9,

1996.
59 Tom Brook. Getting Elected In Canada. Stratford, Ontario: The Mercury Press, 1991.

page 138.
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party, on the other hand, spent $71,828 to advertise in newspapers. The Conservatives

spent $26,352. Newspaper advertisements can be used to detail policy positions and to

document comparisons with opponents. Audiences can also be more easily talgeted, as in

the rural areas.60 Specialized audiences can be more effectively targeted through

advertisements in ethnic newspapers, religious newspapers, professional magazines, and

special interest publications.'

Printing is often a major part of a candidate's budget. On average, most

campaigns produce approximately three leaflets during the election period. These

pamphlets selve a variety of purposes: (i) they introduce the candidate to the electorate

and extol his or her virtues and abilities; (ii) they tie the candidate to the larger issues

and themes of the campaign; (iii) they tie the candidate to the local issues of the

campaign; (iv) and they attack opponents. During the 1995 election the cerrti'al palty

organizations spent the following amounts on posters, leaflets, letters, cards and other

promotional materials: the NDP spent $42,088, the Liberals 5149,957, while the PCs

spent $42,585.

Generally, the amount a candidate spends on paid advertising varies depending on

the costs and on the effectiveness of the particular media in reaching target voters. A

czurdidate in V/innipeg will no doubt be seen and heard by a number of his or her

constituents, but will also be spending money on being seen and heard by many thousands

of people who cannot vote for that candidate, because they do not live in that particular

constituency. This can be a waste of resources because the advertising does not aid in

targeting the message. For this reason, much of the advertising is done by the political

pafiy. This way the campaign seeks to be a highly synchronized operation that delivers a

coherent and consistent messase.

60 Claig Varoga. "Doing Newspaper Ads: Predicting Turnout." Campaígns and
Elections. Volume 16, number 8. August 1995.
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In terms of other election expenses, the following tables reveal spending by the

tlu'ee main political parties in Manitoba since the Elections Finances Act came into effect:

TOTAL ELECTION EXPENSES (INCLUDING ADVERTISING)

TABLB 2

,r 98r 1986 1988 1990 1995

LIBERAL
NDP

PC

nla 168,583.17 382,945.62

n/a 670,771.00 742,097.00

nla 669,678.70 694,294.00

248,453.00 815,978.00

757,691.00 942,796.00

811,678.00 905,269.00

1995

TOTAL ADVERTISING EXPENSES ALONE

TABLE 3

resr 1986 1988 1990

LIBERAL
NDP

PC

50,972.00 91 ,713.56 203,016.53 164,210.00 379,905.00

259J92.00 325,044.00 366,490.00 333,263.00 391,755.00

240,085.00 328,635.14 301,964.00 341,242.00 471,714.00

1995

OTHER ELECTION EXPENSES (NOT INCLUDING ADYERTISING)

TABLB 4

.rc8,r 1986 1988 1990

LIBERAL
NDP

PC

nla 76,869.61 179,929.09 84,243.00 436,073.00

nla 345,727.00 375,607.00 424,428.00 551,041.00

nla 310,543.56 392,330.00 470,436.00 433,555.00
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TABLB 5

SPENDTNG LIMITS 1981 1986 1988 1990 1995

ADVERT¡sfNc 267,ao2.oo61 330,990.1s 371,519.93

TOTAL eXperusrs62 n/a 673,980.30 750,049.67

407,038.51 476,868.00

814,077.02 953,735.00

There has been an average increase of $385,003 in overall election expenditules

between 1986 and 1995. The composition of the three main parties "election expenses" is

described in Table 2. The Manitoba Liberal party has had the greatest increase in the

level of "election expenses". Given the practical problems with controlling and

coordinating party spending, it is a remarkable achievement to be able to get so close to

the spending limit and not exceed it. According to W.T. Stanbury, budgeting for anything

ovei-95 per cent of the limit is very risþ. The Progressive Conservatives and NDP have

been fair.ly close to the spending limits. The Liberal party saw their greatest inclease in

spending in 1995. Advertising costs have consumed alarge portion of each party's total

outlay. Only the Liberal pafy spent more on advertising than other election expenses in

the 1986, 1988 and 1990 elections.

Many other election-related expenses are excluded from a party's expenses. These

include: fundraising costs, the costs of developing parfy policies and election

organizations, the costs of training candidates or elections organizers, and all the pæty's

intemal costs. In total these expenses could amount to hundreds of thousands of dollars.

6l This expenditure limit is for the the NDP and PC parties. They were the only two

parties to endorse a full slate of candidates in the 1981 Manitoba provincial election. The

Liberal party of Manitoba endorsed 39 candidates and its spending limit on adverlising

was$'471,799.
62 Includes advertising.
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Overall, most of the money spent under "other election expenses" as provided in

Table 3 is for "fees for services." During the 1995 election campaign, the NDP spent

5342,579 on professional services, while the Liberals spent $86,949 and the Conservative

party spent $212,995. Most of this is for polling and consulting.

In Manitoba, even without spending limits, it would be diff,rcult for a candidate

for.provincial offlrce to spend more than $35,000. Although more could be spent, there

comes a point when there are diminishing returns for each dollar spent. While the

campaign czur always spend more on buttons and posters, there is only so much that can

be clo¡e on the most important job: getting the message out. For this reason, experienced

campaigners say that the fîrst dollar spent on a campaign will have as much impact as the

last f,rve.63

As one political consultant has noted, how much money you have to spend is not

as imporlant as how and when you spend it. It is comforting to have all the money

needed to conduct a campaign, but it is not always the candidate with the most access to

ready cash who wins. If too much is allocated to offices, travel, and equipment, for

example, there will not be enough money to buy advertising and leaflets, which is what

gets the message out. In addition, if money for spreading the word is not available in the

fir.st days of the campaign, when people are making up their minds, then no amount spent

in the last days can make up for the lost gtound.

Money can be spent carelessly during an election campaign. But in rnost

campaigns, where each of the candidates has an equal base and similar amounts of

money, it is the one who manages their money well that has the best chance of winning -

the one who gets the best bang for the buck.

63 Tom Brook. Getting Elected In Canada. page 136.
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REIMBURSEMENTS

Besides setting expenditure limits, the Elections Finances Act also provides a

system of reimbursements to candidates and political parties which came into effect in

1986. Table 4 below provides data on reimbursements to political parties in Manitoba.

The Liberals, New Democrats, and Progressive Conservatives are the only registered

political parties that have ever qualified for reimbursements in Manitoba. At present,

pubtic funding of parties and candidates is provided indirectly through income tax credits

and directly through election reimbursements. Currently, Manitoba's system reimburses

candidates who qualiff for 50 per cent of total election expenses. In order to qualiSi, the

Election Finances Act rcquires that candidates receive at least 10 per cent of the valid

votes cast in their respective electoral divisions. This threshold for receiving the

leimbulsement is lower than the 15 per cent requirement under the federal system. In

Manitoba, the parties receive the lesser of 50 per cent of election expenses pennitted or

50 per cent of actual election expenses. The reimbursements are based on party spending

limits of $0.80 for each narne on the revised voter list in the electoral division where the

parfy had fielded a candidate.64 Section 72(3) of the Elections Finances Act also

recognizes the added financial burden of reporting requirements and plovides

reimbursements for auditors'expenses up to $250.

64 Peter P. Constantinou. "Public Funding Of Parties, Candidates and Elections In
Canada". Issues In Party and Election Finance In Canado. F. Leslie Seidle. (ed). Royal

Commission On Electoral Reform and Parry Financing. Volume 5. Toronto: Durdurn
Press,199l. page245.
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TABLE 5

TOTAL REIMBURSEMENTS

I 981 1986 1988 I 990 I 995

LIBERAL
NDP

PC

nla
nla
nlà

84,291.59

335,385.00

319,589.35

189,672.81

359,163.50

335,014.00

122,111.50 407,295.92

378,637.50 470,941.00

399,677.00 449,775.50

Manitoba provides public funding to its political parties for three reasons. First, it helps

ensule fairness in electoral competition by encouraging a more level playing field and

tlrereby lessening the obstacles to participation. ln its 1977 working paper, the Manitoba

Law Reform Commission suggested: "If the theory of democracy is to achieve any degree

of actual realization, there must be some equality of opportunity to run for public office.

Given the unavoidable expense of mass communication and a dearth of voluntary

contributions from the public, the only feasible way to accomplish this is tluough some

kind of state subsidy".65 Proponents of public funding schemes argue that it is the proper

role of govenment to safeguard the electoral arena as a place in which all citizens, rich

and poor, can participate without facing major obstacles.

Second, public funding of parties is based on the claim that it is important for

government to work to reduce the potential for undue influence, thereby ensuring gleater

public confidence in the integrity of electoral politics. Scandal and other instances of

"unethical" or illegal activity brought to the attention of the public have given many

obselers of the political process reason to become cynical.

Third, public funding initiatives have been enacted in the hope that broad and

rneaningful dialogue will be encouraged and nurtured. On the subject of annual

subsidies, Claude Ryan has stated: "The subsidy provides a floor beyond which you can

65 Ibid. page236. and Manitoba Law Reform Commission. "Working Paper On
Political Financing and Election Expenses". Winnipeg. 1977. page33.
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add donations from private sources. The parties are making a contribution to the

democratic process and as such they should be entitled to get some form of recognition

for the work they're doing".66 From this point of view, government should work to

ensure the political arena stimulates and strengthens individuals, parties and ideologies

that might not otherwise be given an opportunity to participate. If "the clash of ideas is

the sound of freedom", then it is the role of govemment to ensure that the aïena is open

and accessible, and that new ideas and political contenders can join the more established

players.6T

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, the trends in election spending reveal that large portions of each political

party's budget are spent on television advertising. By eliminating the sepalate spending

limit on advertising, political parties and candidates would be given the flexibility to

decide where to channel their election resources in order to effectively get their message

out. This is particularly important as new technologies are being developed and adopted

in political marketing. Campaigns are also becoming capital-intensive as opposed to

labou-intensive in reaching voters. In conjunction with this trend, campaigns have

beconre mole centralized for two reasons. First, the introduction of the Elections

Fínances Act has meant that political parties have become more centralized in how they

run their campaigns because of the various controls within the Act, such as spending

limits and disclosule laws. Second, the introduction of new political marketing plinciples

has allowed greater central control. This way, the campaign is a highly syncluonized

66 Constantinou. page 237. and Ontario Commission On Electoral Finances. Canadian
Electoral Reþrm: Dialogue On Issues and Effects. Toronto: The Commission, i982.
page23I.
67 Constantinou. "Public Funding Of Parties, Candidates and Elections In Canada." page

237.
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operation that delivers a coherent and consistent message. The following chapter

examines the political marketing tools used by Manitoba's political parties today.
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CHAPTER 4

POLITICAL ADVERTISING AND THE IMPACT OF NE\ry TECHNOLOGIES

The election campaign laws, the development of television as a political medium,

and the rapid advances in ðomputer capabilities have substantially reduced the more

traditional modes of electioneering. Advertising and marketing specialists have also

replaced political parfy bosses. These new "image makers" have brought modern

carnpaign technology to Manitoba elections. This technology embraces the electronic

innovations in electioneering, as witnessed by new and sophisticated methods of polling,

advertising, and direct mail. It also encompasses the development of third parly

advertising (subject of chapter 5).

Today's elections are increasingly being compared to marketing campaigns in

which the political party or candidate put themselves on the voters' mar{<et and use

modern marketing techniques, particularly marketing research and commercial

advertising, to maximize voter "purchase".68 The marketing analogy is more than

coincidental. It is argued that the very essence of a candidate's interface with the voters is

a marketing one. This does not just describe today's elections, but the ones of the past as

well. Candidates who want to win elections cannot help marketing themselves. The only

question is how effectively and how responsibly they do this.

Interest in the marketing aspects of elections has been stimulated to a large extent

by the spectacular growth in political advertising, polling, computer analysis of voting

patterns, and the use of focus groups to plan campaign strategy and advertising. While

68 philip Kotler. "Overview Of Political Candidate Marketing." Political Marketing:
Readings And Annotated Bibliography. Chicago: American Marketing Association,
1985. page 1.
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the technological developments of political marketing are new, election campaigns of the

past have always had a marketing character too.69 Prior to the new methodology,

candidates sought offrce through handshaking, baby kissing, teas, and speechmaking.

They still use all of these methods. The "new methodology" is not the introduction of

rnarketing methods into politics but rather an increased sophistication and acceleration of

their use.

The modern campaign first emerged in Manitoba with the election of Duff Roblin

as Conservative leader. Roblin was a leader with energy and was open to new ideas. He

offeled expansive visions for Manitoba, including the upgrading of the province's

infi'astructure and government services by public borrowing. He also envisioned the

future of modern campaigning. With his Conservative government came the advertising

agencies, campaign strategists and pollsters. In fact, Dalton Camp helped the party in the

1958 election. From that point on the notion of politics as mere administration faded in

Manitoba.T0 With the introduction of the Elections Finances Act,the modern campaign

f,nther developed in Manitoba as political parties sought to get their message out to as

many votets as possible within the confines of the spending limits. Election campaigns

lrave also become more centralized. This concentration is due to the election laws and

also to the new technologies used by political parties to get their message out, resulting in

more capital-intensive versus labour-intensive politics. Money - through the utilization of

rnodem technology and election laws - has acquired a special significance.

With respect to campaigns becoming more centralized, Barb Bigger, a

Conservative communications strategist, says that this has happened for two reasons. The

first is the potential for economies of scale. It is simply less expensive for both political

parties and candidates to centralize certain spending on items like television time and

6e ßid.
70 Simpson. Spoils Of Power: The Politics Of Patronage. page254.
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printing. Centralization allows the provincial parfy to maintain tighter control, in part to

ensure compliance with election finance laws. For example, the NDP prepale ali tax

receipts for the constituencies at the central office. However, Biggar holds that the main

reason campaigns have become more centralized is for "message control." Ideally, the

carnpaign should be a highly synchronized operation that delivers a coherent and

consistent message through many different avenues and voices.71 When a political party

has a thematic campaign, there are a number of advantages. First, in understanding the

rationale for wanting to form the government, political parties are able to define the test

by which voters decide whom to vote for. Second, political parties are better able to

establish a clear contrast between themselves and other political parties. They define the

choice that they are asking voters to make. Third, all campaigns are a series of unplanned

reactions to unanticipated events and the integrating theme provides a context in which

to respond in a manner consistent with the overall campaign focus. Fourth, a thematic

campaign can be effective in communicating messages to different groups of voters,

because the messages that each candidate transmits is always within the coffext of the

theme.72

Campaigns have also become more centralized because of the development in

election campaign technology. Polls, 3O-second advertisements, direct mail, and

demographic targeting have transformed electioneering from being labour-intensive to

capital-intensive. Campaigns are being run from party central under the direct navigation

of campaign specialists and advisors. This is not to say that volunteers are no longer

needed. ln fact, all candidates continue to canvass door-to-door. According to NDP paúy

organizer, Wendy Gerecke, each NDP constituency "runs their o\iln campaign ... they

71 David Taras. "Political Parties As Media Organizations: The Art Of Getting Elected."

Conadian Parties In Transition. Second Edition. Toronto: Nelson Canada, 1996. page

434.
72 The Best Of Cømpaigns and Elections: On Campaign Strategt And Message. July
1991. page 47 and48.
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have a team of people in their constituency". But she also admits that "the center is

bigger than it used to be using all of these technologies."T3

Campaign consultants have certainly contributed to the growth of modern

campaign technology. The growth and the accompanying complexities of carnpaign

technology have contributed to the increasing recognition and influence of the campaign

consultant. Political parties recognize the need for expert advice, not just at the beginning

of the campaign for the initial planning, but throughout the campaign. During the 1995

election period alone, the Conservative party spent 528,277.39 for "strategy

development", "consulting Strategy", and "organizers."74 Many of the "campaign

management" experts hired by parties have come from commercial advertising and

mar{<eting professions. Experts in marketing and advertising were initially hired because

party politicians lacked the skills to run a commercialized campaign. Subsequently, they

have become the most important players in an election campaign aside from the

politicians themselves.

According to Larry Sabato, most consultants have been involved in politics for

many yeals. Thus they know better than most elected officials that in politics, style is

closely intertwined with substance: "fame and fortune - not to mention electoral success -

come to those who can adjust the mirrors in just the right way and produce sufÍicient

quantities of blue smoke in the public arena."75 This comment may cotrtain some

hypelbole, but in a media saturated age the services of public relations specialists have

73 Wendy Gerecke. NDP Parly Organizer. Interview. July 30, 1996.
74 Progressive Conservative Party of Manitoba. Statement Of Income, Transfers And
Expenses Of A Politicat Parfy For An Election Campaign Period. Submitted to the Chief
Financial Offrcer of Elections Manitoba. For the Campaign Period March 21.,1995 to

June 26, 1995.
7s Larry J. Sabato. The Rise of Political Consultants: New Wøys Of tYinning Elections.

New York: Basic Books,Inc., Publishers, 1981. page 4.
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become crucial in crafting the images of leaders and political parties for presentation to

the public, especially via television.

The essential activities of political competition today - polling, computerized

fi.ndraising, television advertising - all require expert advice. Both the NDP and

Conservatives used the services of campaign consultants prior to the election and

throughout the election period. However, according to Robert Drummond, the Liberals

did not make use of campaign specialists. The provincial Liberals imported two

individuals from their federal counterparts; however, they did not offer any helpful advice

on the direction of tl-re campaign.T6 While the parry did a lot of advertising focusing on

selling their leader, there \¡/as no coherent message coming out of the campaign. As

Drurnmond admits: "what issue did Paul Edwards ever stand on?"77

The primary elements of modern campaign technology ¿Ìre no longer new to the

political process or its participants. Political parties know the necessary tools of the

campaign. If they do not use the tools, they cannot hope to compete effectively. The

Liberal party perforrnance in the 1995 election is an example of this. While the party had

the money to compete, they did not effectively utilize the campaign technology to get

their message out.

Overall the process of political communication involves creation, testing and le-

cleation. This whole "creation" of political communication "maffies" the field of

marketing, which includes advertising and polling, to politics.TS The following lists some

of the new and old technology of political campaigns:

76 Robert Drummond. Senior Legislative Assistant. Manitoba Liberal Party. lnterview.
July 31,1996.
77 rbid.
78 Ar{ene Shwetz. "Campaign By Commercial: A Study of Advertising Strategy As
Reflected In Political Advertising Broadcast During The 1988 Canadian General
Election." Simon Fraser Universitv. Master ofArts Thesis. June 1990.
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New Computers
Satellites
Cable Television
Videocassette Recorders
Direct Broadcast Satellite
Multipoint Distribution Service
Satellite Master Antennae Television
Subscription Television
Low-power Television
VHF Drop-in Television
Videotex
Lasers
Fiber Optics

Oid Broadcast Television
Radio
Newspapers
Magazines
Telephone
Telegraph

Non-News Media Direct Mail
Electronic Mail
Polling
Videoconferencing
Computer Conferencing
Teleconferencing
Use of the above technologies (cable, satellites, broadcast

television, etc) for political purposes.T9

In Manitoba, political parties have embraced many of these technologies. However, the

pace of election teclrnology has been slower than in the United States. Political parties

face a number of difücult trade-offs: if they spend money on telephone banks, this

recluces the amount they can spend, for example, on television advertising, since the total

amount of carnpaign spending is limited by law. As discussed in chapter 3, the election

79 Thomas S. Axworthy. "Capital-Intensive Politics: Money, Media and Mores In The

United States And Canada.." 
'Issues In Party And Election Finonce In Canadq. F. Leslie

Seidle. (ed). Royal Commission On Electoral Reform And Party Financing. Volume 5.

Tolorfo: Dundum Press, 1991. page 224.
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finance laws have been successful to the extent that they have prevented the cost of

elections from skyrocketing. The high cost of modern election technology has meant that

Ma¡itoba's political parties have been slower in adopting them. However, the lealization

that carnpaign technology leads to increased efficiency and productivity has also meant

that the parties are ready to embrace whatever they can afford. Some of these

technologies will now be exflored.

POLITICAL ADVERTISING

Politicat advertising provides political parties with the opportunity to disseminate

their message to the electorate during the short period of an election campaign. The print

rneclia is where political advertising first emerged. Newspapers, pamphlets and posters

were important campaign tools in the past. An 1891 federal election poster featured the

slogan: "The Old Flag, The Old Policy, The Old Leader," and depicted Sir John A.

Macdonald being carried forward holding the flag. This is one of the best known images

from Canadian history.8O The poster has become familiar not only because of its striking

imagery, but also because it was probably the first time that full-colour election posters

had beel used in Canada. The 20th century, however, saw the rise of the electronic

media, frrst radio and then television. Political parties saw this as an opportunity to

address the electorate directly and immediately. The trends in election expenditures (see

Table 1 and 2) reveal that increasing proportions of campaign resources were devoted to

political advertising. While the media continue to provide extensive coverage of election

campaigns, political advertising, as the political parties see it, is a way for them to bypass

the news media, thereby maximizing central party control over the campaign message.

The party has complete control over the message that is transmitted: the content of the

80 Brian Murphy. "Poster Power In Elections." The Archivist. Volume 16, number 1.

January-February 1989. page 6.
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m.essage, how many times a particular message will be transmitted, to what types of

audiences and at what time of the day or night. It is this ability to communicate directiy

with the electorate that encouraged the use of commercial advertising techniques and

tactics and necessitated the recruitment of advertising specialists.Sl

While there is a debate over the effectiveness of political advertising, Manitoba

political parties nevertheless see advertising as an important election tool. The election

period of five weeks creates a hectic campaign, which, in turn, encourages a belief in the

neecl to do at least as much advertising as the other parties within the legal limits of the

Elections Act. Television is the most common medium for political advertising fol two

reasons. Filst, it is a medium that is utilized more than any other by voters to gain

information. Second, the message and image being portrayed to voters is controlled by

the parties. Therefore, the content of the ads is centrally-controlled. Television in

pæticular has the ability to. present an "image". According to Gina Gan'amone, the

pulpose of television political advertising is to create a favorable candidate image in the

eyes of the voters.82 In Manitoba, television advertising generally focuses on the leaders

of the parties. Their image is defined as the sum of their personal and professional

characteristics. V/ith respect to content, n¿une recognition is the goal of political

advertising. Challengers facing incumbents need to become quickly known, and past

accomplishments need to be stressed. As previously mentioned, this was the Liberals'

advertising strategy in 1995. Paul Edwards, the party's new leader was unknown to

Marútoba voters. In an attempt to raise his proflrle, the Liberals focused their advertising

8l Stephen Kline. Rovin Deodat. Arlene Schwetz. V/illiam Leiss. "Political Broadcast
Advertising In Canada." Election Broadcasting In Canada. Frederick Fletcher. (ed).

Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing. Volume 21. Toronto:
Dundurn Press, 1991. page 223.
82 Gina Garramone. "Candidate Image Formation." New Perspectives On Politicøl
Advertising. Lynda Lee Kaid. Dan Nimmo. Keith R. Sanders. (eds). Carbondale:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1986. page235.
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strategy on their leader. The party tripled its advertising expenditures fi'om the previous

election (see table 1). According to Robert Drummond, the ads were a flop because they

were poorly prepared and were considered to be poor quality.S3

Political parties believe that television advertisements are an effective way to

communicate political messages. Otherwise they would not direct such a large portion of

their campaign resources to advertising. However, there has been little study on the

effectiveness of political advertising. Most of the research on campaign communication

has focused on the shortcomings of television news, particularly its tendency to focus

greatel attention on the "horserace," and less on the substance of political issues. In

Canada in particular, there hás been very little research focused on the content of political

advertising. Existing research is devoted to developing categories of ads, with the

gleatest body of research devoted to attempts to define the difference between "issue" and

"image" advertisements. There has, however, been no attempt to determine the

significance of political advertisements in defining the information that Canadizur voters

receive about campaign issues. Given the inherent complexities of most public policy

issues, it is important to understand if, in fact, meaningful information can be conveyed in

a 3O-second ad. Regardless, political parties continue to use political advertising as their

rnain medium of communication during an election campaign. As Wendy Gerecke and

Barb Biggar have both stated, political parties use political advertising because "it

works." The ads themselves are brief simple, and well-illustrated. They are also

presented in a context that is'less cluttered and distracting than a news story. Also, since

the advertisements are repeatedly shown, the chances are good that the message will be

seen more than once by large segments of the audience and that repeated exposure to the

ads will enforce, at the very least, name recognition of the candidates.

83 Robert Andrew Drummond. "Liberal Party OrganizationAnd Manitoba's 1995
ProvincialElection." Universityof Manitoba. MasterofArtsThesis. Mayt995. page

91.
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Overall, the techniques employed for developing advertising campaigns include:

Targeting. Thinking about the audiences in segments made the parties become
more concemed with timing and audience composition in their media buying.

[Polling, focus groups, computers, and direct mail facilitate the "tailoring of the
message" to fit different segments of the audience].

Value basing. Advertising personnel familiar with the use of attitudinal and
polling research contributed to developing ne\il approaches to political
mobilization based on the communication of parry positions on policy within the
basic predispositfuns of the audience's values or attitudes.

Impression management. What is often called "image politics" refers to the
application of basic advertising and public relations principles to election
campaigns. In particular, this involves:

Personalization. Credibility with an audience depends upon establishing a

public persona that is liked, respected and tnrsted. Therefore, the presentation of
a leader must be crafted in terms of predicted audience response.

Impact. Grab attention and emotionally engage the audience whenever possible.
It is not what is said but how it makes the audience feel that counts.

Condensation. Audiences' limited attention and interest mean that simpler ideas
and conrmunication formats are most likelv to be effective.S4

The reasons flrat political parties use television advertising more than any other medium

can be sumrnarized in terms of four key advantages:

Cost effectiveness Broadcasting's advantages as a delivery system are the

þrovincial wide] scope of the audience and the low cost per voter reached.

Dramatic presentation Television allows the benefit of visual images and
emotional appeals that could increase impact and strengthen impressions.

Creative design The advertising agencies'effective use of modern
commercial art and marketing techniques can be translated into the political arena.

84 Stephen l(line. Rovin
Advertising ln Canada. "

Deodat. Arlene Shwetz. William Leiss. "Political Broadcast
page229.
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Integrated management techniques An integrated approach to the
campaign attempts to manage public relations, advertising and the press in terms
of common obiectives.S5

Considering these advantages, it is understandable why political parties allocate so much

of their expenditures to political advertising, particularly television advertising. It is an

irnpoftant campaign investment. Opportunities for partisan political communication

thlough political advertising have made access to the public through the media the

primary activity of campaigning. The emphasis placed on the electronic media by the

parties dernands that limited resources be increasingly siphoned away from traditional

campaign techniques, such as candidate rallies, and instead be redirected to political

advertising.S6

Regardless of the advantages of televised political advertising, it has fi'equently

been criticized for stressing idealized image characteristics rather than issues. Content

analysis of political advertising, however, have shown that these commercials generally

contain both image and issue material. Issue content involves either the mention of a

cunent political issue or a discussion of the candidate's stand on an issue. "Vy'e will

intloduce balanced budget legislation" and "no tax increases" are examples of issue

statements. Image content includes all statements regarding a candidate's personality

Í'aits or personal characteristics. Examples include: "he cares about the people" and "a

hard-working and dedicated leader."87 Critics of political advertising claim that image is

usuallv stressed over issues. However. studies by American researchers have found that

85 Stephen Kline. Rovin Deodat. Arlene Schwetz. William Leiss. "Political Broadcast
Advertising In Canada." page229.
86 lbid. page230.
87 Ronald J. Faber. M. Claire Storey. "Recall Of Information From Political
Advertising." Politìcal Marketing: Readings and Annotated Bíbliography. Bruce I.
Newman. JagdishN. Sheth. (eds). Chicago: AmericanMarketingAssociation, 1985.

page 101.
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the rnajority of political advertising contains at least some issue information.SS Usually,

there is an attempt to blend issue and image ads. However, in a laboratory experiment of

recall from political advertising, subjects exposed to an image-oriented commercial

recalled more information than those seeing an issue-oriented commercial.S9

According to Barb Biggar, the Conservative party's communications strategist and

creative director, political ads do focus on substantive issues. However, television is able

to "humanize policy issues." It allows the political parties to be creative in how they

communicate their message. According to Biggar: "it is a creative way to be able to sell a

policy." Furthermore, she adds that "advertising has allowed me to w¿u'm up Gary

Filmon."90 This blend of "issue" and "image" is common to all advertising done by

political parties. The formula for the advertisements is to focus on the party leaders and

have them do the "sales pitch."

In Manitoba, the election laws do not stipulate that broadcasters must provide free

broadcast time on radio and television, as is the case during federal elections. In the 1995

provincial election only the CBC provided free air time to each of the main political

parties. TLe parties must declare this on their statement of returns as a donation in kind,

and list the CBC as a contributor. Furthermore, broadcasters are not required to mal<e

paid time available to the parties during prime time. Paid advertising time slots are

chosen by the political parry.gl According to Barb Biggar, the parties are usually given

approxirnately five minutes of free time on the CBC during the election period. The party

advertisements generatly air three times: two ads in English and one in French. This is in

88 Josl¡m found that77 per cent of the televised spots he analyzed contained some issue

content. Similarly, Patterson and McClure reported thaf 70 per cent of television ads in
the 1972 U.S. presidential race contained at least "substantial issue material".
89 Faber and Storey. "Recall Of Information From Political Advertising." page 102.
90 Barb Biggar. Communication Strategist and Creative Director. Progressive

Conseruative Party. Telephone Interview. August 1,1996.
9I Canadian Radio-Television And Telecommunications Commission. Circular no. 398.

September t4,1993.
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contrast to federal political parties. To further the goals of "fair and equitable" campaigns

the Conada Elections Act requires each broadcaster to make available 6.5 hours of paid

time. The Act sets out allocation rules based on several factors: percentage of seats in the

House of Commons, percentage of popular vote, and number of catrdidates endorsed in

the previous election. The Act also specifies that no party may be allocated more than

half of the total time.

While political advertising allows the parties maximum control over the campaign

message, it also allows the parties to decide at what time of day, and during which

pl'ografiìs, they want their advertisements shown. Also, they can target the audience

cornposition. For example, during the 1995 election, one of the Conservative party's ads

showed Premier Gary Filmon with a goup of children saying that balanced budget

legislation is the best thing for their future. The ad v/as generally run during the day

when female viewership was highest. The pafy's health care advefiisements were

generally targeted toward seniors. However, the extent to which political parties can craft

their message to evoke a positive response from marginal or swing voters should not be

exaggerated. While political advertising, especially televised political advertising, uses

up a large part of the budget and energy of political parties during election campaigns,

thele has been little study done in Canada on the effect of political advertising on voter

behavior. A U.S. study by Thomas Patterson and Robert McClure showed political

advertising increases voter knowledge of the issue and the candidates. The study reporled

that thlee-quarters of voters who remembered having seen political ads were able to

identiff the message of the ads. Also, voters who had a great deal of exposure to

television were more likely to identiff candidates' positions correctly from a list of ten

issues presented in the political advertisements.92 In Manitoba, the parties focus most of

92 Charles Atkin. Gary Heald. "Effects Of Political Advertising." Public Opinion

Quarterly. Volume 40, number 2. Summer 1976. page 217.
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their advertising funds on television advertising. In 1995 the NDP, for example, spent

74Yo of their advertising expenses on television; 24o/o on radio; 2.14% on postcards; and

0.29% on posters.93 When'asked why so much of the advertising budget is powed into

television, the response from all three parties is the same: it works. In fact, accolding to

Wendy Gerecke, one NDP party strategist told her that had the NDP done more television

advertising, they may have won the 1995 election.9a

Overall, regardless of the effects of political advertising on voting behavior, the

poiitical parties see it as an essential component in their campaigns. It allows the parties

maximun control over the campaign message. However, it is not the only campaign tool

on which political parties depend. The ad creators rely on public opinion polls to

formulate an election campaign, as well as to evaluate the pafy's message.

POLLING

Senator Keith Davey, long time campaign advisor to the federal Liberal Ptty,

who is widely credited with introducing the new technology of polling into Canadian

politics, has written that: "the most basic tool in establishing a strategic game plan today

is political polling."95 Like advertising, polls have become an important election tool.

In fact, according to Robert Gabor, a former advisor to the Progtessive Conseruative

Party of Manitoba and former Commissioner of the Royal Commission on Electoral

Reform and Parry Financing: "there is one thing that runs campaigns - polling." Parties

use polls to plan their advertising campaigns. The key to creating a successful ad

campaign is survey research. Before the ads are developed, parly strategists must decide

what issues will be emphasized and what their message will be. Although political parties

93 Wendy Gereke. Interview.
e4 tbid.
9s Keith Davey. The Rainmaker: A Passion For Politícs. Toronto: Stoddart Publishing
Co. Ltd., 1986. page 175.
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and candidates have always been concerned about the interests and preferences ofvoters,

the amount of systematic probing of these attitudes has increased over time. Nearly every

major political polling firm is engaged in specialized research into new areas of voter

behavior, targeted to probe voters' underlying attitudes about issues, leaders, and parties.

Pollsters are no\il able to design surveys containing finely detailed screening questions

which capture more information about the respondent and thus yielding more precise

results.

Political parties find polls provide valuable information defining their apploaches

to issues. This is done in two ways. First the voters are allowed to express in their own

wolds the problems that they feel government should act upon. Second, voters may select

fiom lists and then reply to questions. The results are then analyzed by pollsters. This

information allows parties to focus their campaign messages on issues of greatest

importance to the electorate. Polls help to plan the campaign strategy. They can help

political parties and candidates determine where to spend time and money and how to

campaign most effectively.

During the 1988 federal election, the Conservative party pollster, Allan Gregg,

brought a ne\il discipline to polling. He found that it was possible to create the issue. As

Glegg stated:

It used to be an election was won by the ability to determine what the question
was in the minds of the public. Now, through the technology of polling and
television, it makes it increasingly able to set the question in the mind of the
electorate ... what they believe they'll be deciding on election duy.96

This fundamental change in electoral strategy was made possible by research techniques

developed for product marketing. Rather than merely monitoring voter intention,

96 Robert Mason Lee. One Hundred Monkeys: The Triumph of Popular Wisdom in
Canadian Politics. Toronto: MacFarlane, Walter and Ross, 1989. page 41.
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pollsters found they could conduct research that "unearthed the underlying hopes, fears,

and emotions of the public."97 Political parties could then seek to draw upon, reinforce

and respond to these largely unconscious values.

Overall, pollsters provide political parties with such information as candidates

feasibility studies, classification of ridings, issue assessment, vote targeting, and

capturing the "political mood." During the election campaign itselt the pollsters attempt

to tlack and monitor the impact of the campaign through close and ongoing observation

of key constituencies, the objective being to allow quick tactical adjustments in response

to pelceived shifts in public opinion. Tracking polls during the election gives the

political parlies a good indication of how the race is progressing. With such information,

party strategists determine what resources and activities are needed to be used to shore up

aleas where the parly is not performing at levels necessary to win. For example, if polls

show that a parry is not performing well with women, then it may shift its "television

buy" to progr¿rms with heavy female viewership.9S Another example occurred during the

1995 election campaign when polls showed that the teachers union advertising campaign

attacking funding cutbacks in education was beginning to hurt the Progressive

Conseivative paúy's prospects. Therefore, they launched an ad which showed Premier

Gary Filmon sitting in his kitchen with his wife discussing the importance of a "quality"

education. Overnight tracking after the advertisement aired showed the Conservative ad

had been successful in getting the message out. According to Barb Biggar, the PC party's

communications shategist, the teachers ad was no longer relevant.99 Polls had helped

plan the strategy to minimize the effect that the teachers union ad was having on voters.

e7 ibid.
98 Matthew Dowd. "Bottom Of The Ninth: If You Target Them, They V/ill Vote."
Campaigns and Electio¡zs. Volume 13, number 4. November 1992. page39.
gg'Biggar. Interview.
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polling services themselves are fairly expensive. They are usually lumped into the

generai category of "fees for services" in the Statement of Income, Transfers and

Expenses Report which a political parfy is required to submit to Manitoba's Chief

Electoral Officer following an election campaign. During the 1995 provincial election,

the pC party spent $97,797.50 on polling during the election period. They used Western

Opiriion Research. The Liberal party declared $8,352.76 for research and $34,927 -48 on

"voter identification." In addition to this, the party spent $45,457.00 for polling in 1994

in order to plan their campaign strategy. They spent another 517,441.00 in 1995 for

poiling. The NDP spent $342,579.00 during the 1995 campaign on "professional

services." The party used Viewpoints research for all of their polling.

Overall, it is the role of the pollster to collect information on votets' concerns,

their perceptions and the attributes they believe a politician should possess' The use of

focus groups is a form of Polling.

FOCUS GROUPS

Focus groups began as a tool of consumer marketing, but increasingly they have

made their mark in the world of political research. To an increasing extent, focus groups

are being used whenever public opinion has an important bearing on how an issue is

lesolved. Although focus group findings cannot yield statistical projections in the manner

of quantitative survey research, they are helpful in planning a political party's

communication program. Most research techniques do not allow anyone to watch the

information gathering pro..r, in action.

The art of the focus groups is asking questions. Unlike quantitative research,

however, qualitative research techniques allow far greater flexibility in what questions are
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asked and how they are structured.lOO Essentially focus groups help the pollster

determine what is on the voter's mind and what feelings issues and, specifically ads can

appeal to. Focus groups do more to reveal the intensity, strength and content of opinions

and feelings. Sabato defines the role and formation of focus groups as groups complising

of ten to fifteen individuals from predetermined population subgroups who are asked to

join the sessions in random selections providing they fill the prescription.lOt The

individuals are selected nonrandomly to reflect age, sex, race, economic, or life-style

chalacteristics. Once gathered together, the group is shown the advertisements and asked

a series of open-ended questions by a trained discussion leader to probe their reactions to

each ad. The media consultants watch the dialogue behind a two-way minor. The

discussion is also taped for later analysis. The advantage to focus groups is that "you get

insights that go beyond the numbers. You get a linear thinking process that exploles all

sorts of unexpected dimensions to the campaign."l02

Manitoba's Conservative party has taken advantage of new technology called

electronic ad testing. It allows members of a focus group to record their moment to

moment responses to any type of video test material. A computer samples the record

evety second and instantly produces the results. At the start of each ad the pæticipants

are instructed to set their dials in the middle. When the spot begins, they are told to dial

up if they are feeling more .favorable to the subject of the ad (usually the party leader

discussing a policy), or toward zerc if they are feeling less favorab1..lO3 This type of

focus group testing offers a great deal of information in half the time. Furthermore,

100 ç¡t'irlopher J. Herbert. "Listen Up: A Guide For The Focus Group Observer."
Campaigns and Electio¡¿s. Volume 15, number 7. July 1994. page 42.
l0l gu6u1o. The Rise Of Political Consultants: New Ways Of Winníng Elections.
lo2 6¡¿. page77.
103 411uu Rivlin. Lisa Grove. Mark Mellman. Ed Lazarus. Steve Hopkins. "Dial A
Soundbite: Ad Testing In The Electronic Age." Campaigns and Elections. Volune 13,

number5. January 1993. page45.
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participants respond to the material individually with their own dials so there is very little

"group think" effect. Top line results are available instantly, allowing the creative team to

start making editing changes to the ads right away.

DIRtrCT MAIL

Direct mail campaigns are a powerful tool because they provide politicians with

technical advantages no other form of political communication call rnatch:

personalization, concentration, and immediacy. Personalization means that each

communication can address a particular person or family and cite their special

characteristics. This indicates to recipients that the sender of the letter sees them as

indivicluals and shares their values and concems. Concentration permits the sender to

reach a particular audience, for example, the party faithful. Therefore, money is not

wasted contacting people who cannot help the cause. Immediacy is the characteristic of

dilect mail that precipitates action by recipients. Direct mail accomplishes this not only

by inspiring the desire to act but also by supplying all the reply materials the addressee

needs to take action.l04 The databases are particularly helpful during an election

campaign, but they are used between elections to raise funds and to track voters. The role

of the data use in politics is very simple:

(1) Find out who votes;
(2) Identify who is for you, who is against you and who is undecided;

(3) Devote most of your attention to the undecided;
(4) Make sure the ones who are for you get out to vote;

(5) Keep track of all this and keep it updated.l05

104 B. Kenneth Godwin. One Billion Dollars Of Influence: The Direct Marketing Of
Politics. Chatham, New Jersey: Chatham House Publishers, Inc., 1988. page 10.
lOs 1¡" SECOR Group. "The Impact Of New Technologies On The Electoral Process

And Party Management In Canada." A Presentation to the Royal Commission on

Electoral Reform and Party Financing. Draft Report. January 31,1991.
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Essentially, direct mail has two roles in politics: advertising and fundraising.

However, the two roles are often deliberately blurred. Direct mailing's value as an

advertising medium helps to subtly mask it as medium for fundraising. Direct mail

findraising also revolves around two kinds of mailings: "house" and "prospecting". A

direct mail campaign begins with prospecting for donations. From various sources, a list

of potential donors is compiled whose characteristics the political parfy believes will most

likely respond to their appeal for support. Individuals with a previous history of

contributing are generally sought first. Those who eventually do respond and donate are

then included in a campaign's "house list," consisting of individuals who have shown a

commitment to the campaign and may be willing to give again in the future. The donor's

rlame, address, telephone nuinber, and the amount donated are then fed into a computer

so the campaign will have data on the background and donations of each contributor. The

ultimate goal of any direct mail effort is to build an extensive and reliable house list that

will yield significant sums with each mailint.106 go.puterization speeds the ploduction

of the mail, lowers the cost, and subsequently increases the potential number of people

who can be reached by direct mail.

The Progressive Conservative pafy in Manitoba was the first to respond to the

opportunity presented by the new technology of large computerized direct-mailing lists

and the generous tax credit in the Elections Finances Act to raise money from individuals.

The party calls it their direct voter contact program. The process works as follows: for

example, when the leader makes a public appearance, an aide stands behind him and

wites down the name and.issues in which the voter is interested. Within days, the

individual is sent a letter thanking them for their time and reiterating that particular

lo6 Ptr¡.Ian Luntz.
Universitv of Oxford.

" Candidates, C onsultants, and Mo dern Campaign Technolo gy. "

Ph.D. Dissertation. June 1987. page266.
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voter's concems. This is an extremely powerful tool and is likely to become a popular

method of campaign communication. As the cost of television continues to increase,

direct mail is a less expensive and more personalized alternative. The NDP are not far

behind the provincial PC's in their use of direct mail campaigns. According to the NDP's

Wendy Gerecke, "it's so much easier to do now that you've got so much information."

As a fund-raising technique direct mail has certain attractive characteristics in

addition to the fact that it can generate substantial sums for parties. First, it can be an

important source of information about issues for voters. The letters often contain two or

thlee pages of information about a party's policies and positions. It is a good velúcle to

convey political ideas in a more substantive form than the "sound bites" on television

advertising. Second, direct mail is "involving." It asks for action and thus is a method of

countering political alienation. Sending a cheque is a way of giving "voice" to one's

political views. Third, it may be an efficient method not only to raise funds but also to

get apafi's message across, because it appeals directly for support.l07

COMPUTERS

In Manitoba, election campaigns are becoming increasingly high tech. Political

parties are investing resourcas to get hooked up to the information highway. As Taras

Sokolyk, Chief of Staff for the Progressive Conservative Party in Manitoba, observed:

"vy'e \¡y'ere just on the edge of the technological revolution in the 1995 rleç1i6tr.rrl08

During the 1995 election, the Conservative campaign was "on-line." The party spent

52472.12 for an internet subscription and another $27,352.03 for computer consulting

107 1y.1. Stanbury. "Direct-Mail Fundraising And Electioneering." Money In Politics:
Fínancing Federal Parties And Candídotes In Canøda. Royal Commission On Electoral
Refonn and Parry Financing. Volume 1. Toronto: Dundurn Press, 1991. page268.
108 1*ur Sokolyk. Chief of Staff. Progressive Conservative Parly of Manitoba.
Interview: August 8, 1996.
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se¡vices. Computers are used to find phone numbers, place calls and respond to voters

with a taped message from the party leader. Computers can also find addresses, print

letters and decide which letter is most likely to appeal to a voter depending on the block

where the voter lives.

More importantly, computers have expedited and strengthened internal parfy

communication. According to Barb Biggar, the central campaign off,rce can get

i¡formation out to the constituencies immediately. Furthermore, this ability to

communicate "takes chance out of elections." For example, it is rare for candidates to

"get caught" by the media on issues just released by the central campaign office because

"everybody is on the same page everytime." Computers make that possible. If the leader

has just made a statement about a particular policy, this is immediately sent off to all

constituencies in order that the candidates can respond accordingly. This "helps control

the message."l09

While the Progressive Conservative party has developed a mastery of technology,

the opposite is true for the Manitoba Liberals. Prior to the 1995 election, the party hiled

an individual to develop a campaign database program. However, he "disappeared" a few

months before the writ was dropped. A new system was quickly developed, but the

majority of the volunteers did not know how to use it and no computer support was

available at campaign headquarters. According to Robert Drummond: "there was little

thought given to how computers would be integrated into the campaign as a *¡o1"."1l0

l09 B¡tg¿¡. Interview.
110 pt**ttond. "Liberal Party Organization And Manitoba's 1995 Provincial Election."
page96.
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THE F'UTURE OF POLITICAL COMMUNICATION

Overall, election campaigns in Manitoba are increasingly becoming more capital-

intensive as the political parties are adopting modern campaign technologies. It is evident

that elections have become heavily dependent upon marketing techniques, such as polling

and advertising and this has led to a professionally managed election process. Despite the

technical advances, there is still no formula which guarantees success. All thlee of

Manitoba's rnain political þarties are using the same modern techniques to varying

clegrees and with varying amounts of competence and success. The Conservative party

appears to be ahead in terms of the technological components of political marketing. The

NDP is not far behind. The Liberals are still running to catch up. During the 1995

election, the Liberal party came closer than it has in years in running a campaign

comparable in spending to the PC's and NDP. While they had the money, the parfy did

not spend it to run a coherent and convincing communications campaign. Regardless,

Manitoba's political parties will continue to adopt new technologies into their election

campaigns.

A whole new array of technologies ranging from faster and smaller computers, to

fiber optics and satellites, will eventually change the way communication talces place in

election campaigns. Satellites already free communication from time and distance

constraints; the computer allows the storage of large volumes of information and fast

retlieval; fiber optics permits transmission of voices, pictures and other data on very thin

transparent glass allowing the flow of multiple interactive communicat¡ont.1lI Political

parties will eventually adopt these new technologies to manage their electoral campaigns.

ht turn, these new technologies will provide voters with the opportunity to step out of the

111 1¡. SECOR Group. "The Impact Of New Technologies On The Electoral Process

And Party Management In Canada." page 10.
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mass and homogenized audiences of newspapers, radio and television and take a more

active role in the process by which knowledge and entertainment are transmitted ttrough

society. According to Taras Sokolyk: "in the next provincial election ... a large number of

Manitobans have access to cable television, rather than the five or six channels they used

to. People have a choice of twenty-five or thirly channels. Television advertising may

not play as great a role as it has in the 1970s and 1980s. We will have a real challenge on

how to get our message to people." Traditional technologies, like television, are mainly

"unidirectional", with one or few individuals conveying a message to an audience of

many. The new communication technologies, on the other hand, facilitate the exchange

of information on a "many-to-many" basis through computer-based systems. They allow

a "technology-assisted interpersonal communication" which combines qualities of both

mass media and interpersonal communication.l12 Subsequently, political campaigning

could shift from a broadcasting approach in which general messages are sent to a broad

audience, to a targeted "narrow-casting" approach where specific messages are sent to

nan'owly defined audiences through such media as cable television, videotex and

computerized direct mail. Presently televised political advertising requires parties to

"bloadcast" one message across an entire area. They can target their audience according

to what time of day and what program the political advertisement is aired. In the future,

political parties will be able to tailor their messages to specific audiences selected by

computers or audiences watching particular targeted channels. In relation to election

spending, some of these modem campaign techniques may be difficult to define. For

exarnple, would direct response marketing be considered an advertising expense or a

plinting expense? This is another reason why there should be one election expense.

Overall, these new technologies will lead to more efficient communication

management. Also, modem campaign techniques will give better access to, and more

I 12 ¡6i¿. page 14.
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personalized contact with the electorate. They might even lead to greater involvement in

politics by Manitobans. Communications will be more efficient because they will be

targeted and personalized, and individual voters will feel they can make a difference as

there will be greater potential for interactivity. Electoral innovation will continue to

accelerate in Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 5

THIRD PARTY ADVERTISING

One of the most complex and controversial issues in the field of election finance

legislation is that of third parËy expenditures. The issue is not new but is one that has

become increasingly prominent. "Third party" expenditures refer to expenses incurred to

support or oppose a candidate, political parËy, or issue during an election by groups or

entities other than political parties and candidates. There has been much controversy and

debate and some litigation over what is essentially a clash of values. A fundamental

aspect of election finances legislation has collided with rights contained in the Charter of

RÌ.ghts and Freedoms.

The issue of third party advertising has arisen in connection with more general

attempts through legislation to limit election spending. This is advertising originating not

with a candidate or party but with a private individual or interest group. Obviously,

parties and candidates cannot monopolize the debate on election issues. It would be

undemoclatic to ban all election-related expenditures by those who are neither parties nor

candiclates. On the other hand, should private individuals and groups be permitted to

spend whatever they want in plomoting or attacking parties and candidates? Is it fair and

equitable to legislate limits on what parties and candidates can spend but to have no limits

on what third-parties can spend? One solution would be to compromise between the two

extremes and place limits on third party advertising, as they exist for political parties. An

alternative would be to remove from the law the present separate spending limit for

advertising by political parti'es and candidates and thereby allow them the flexibility to

respond to third party advertising.
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THE NATTJRE OF'THIRD PARTY ADVERTISING

Third party advertising is concemed with the "propagation of ideas of

controversial social issues of public importance in a manner that supports the position and

interests of the sponsor while expressly denying the accuracy of facts and downgrading

the sponsor's opponents".l13 The controversy surrounding such activity in the political

realm arises because of the constitutional guarantee of free speech provided for the

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom. Advocacy groups insist upon their right to

speak out on issues of public importance, including during election periods.

Who are these third parties in Canadian politics? They are SIGs (Single Issue

Groups), advocacy groups, business organizations, and unions. However, during an

election period they are all def,rned as "third parties". They are organizations whose

members act together to influence the political agenda during an election in order to

plomote their common interests.l14 They do not seek to control the entire machinery of

government; that is the aim of political parties. They merely seek to influence it. The

increased activity by third party groups is a significant development in the political

process over the last fifty years.

ADVOCACY ADVERTISING IN THE UNITED STATES

Canadian politicians have always been alarmed by the political clout exercised by

advocacy groups in the United States. Since the 1960s political action committees

(PACs) have grown remarkably, both in numbers and in wealth. Third-parfy political

113 g. Prakash Sethi. Advocacy Advertising and Large Corporations. Toronto:
Lexington Books, 1977. page 7.
l la 4. Paul Pross. "The Pressure Group Conundrum". Canadian Politics. James P.

Bickerton and Alain G. Gagnon (eds). Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1994. page 173.
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action committees spend millions of dollars independently advocating or opposing a

candidate or party. The committees are often "fronts" for lobby groups ranging from gun

owners to public health insurance advocates, and their advertising has been shown to

Itave asignificant influence on the electoral fortunes of individual candidates.l l5

In1974 the U.S. attempted to modiff its election finance legislation. However, in

1976 the U.S. Supreme Court heard the case of Buckley vs. Valeo, which was a class

action suit, challenging provisions of the 1974 Federal Election Campaign Act that

limited fi'eedom of expression in the electoral arena for political parties and third parly

gt'oups. The majolity ruled that spending limits on candidates and advocacy groups

violated the First Amendment's guarantee of tiee speech.ll6 Recently, The National

Association of Broadcasters has urged television stations to reject certain third party

advertising which may appear unfair or inaccurate. The television stations are under no

obligation to air PAC advertisements and in fact may be sued over misrepresentations

found in the acls. Political candidates whose records are distorted bv PAC ads can sue

for slander both the airing station and the p4ç.117

The absence of serious legal restrictions has assisted the emergence of PACs.

These advocacy groups have come to occupy a significant role in American electoral

politics. In 1986 there were over four thousand PACs that spent $156 million in election

carnpaigns throughout the United States. A large portion of PAC money goes to parties

ancl candidates and these amounts are limited by law. However, it is the spending done

by PACs independently of candidates that undoubtedly make Canadian politicians

115 porr Howard. "Reform of Election Laws Would Cap 3rd-Parry Advertising." Globe
and Mail. February 23,1993. page 46.
116 16.o¿ore J. Eismeier. Philip H. Pollock . Business, Money, and the Rise of
Corporate PACs in the American Elections. New York: Quorum Books, 1988. page 98.
1 17 1çuft1gsn Hall Jamieson. "The Subversive Effects of a Focus on Strategy in News
Coverage of Presidential Campaigns". 1-80}-PRESIDENT. The Report of the Twentieth
Century Fund Task Force on Television and the Campaign of 1992. New York:
Twentieth Century Fund Press, 1993. page 46.
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particularly arxious. In 1982 in the United States, for example, the conservative

association, NCPAC (lllational Conservative Political Action Committee), spent over $3

million attempting to defeat certain Democratic Senators. For the most part PACs tend to

support incumbents in order to get access to members of Congress for their lobbying

activities.l 18

Recent legislation on carnpaign finance in the United States was mainly aimed at

minimizing the impact of independent expenditures in Congressional elections. The U.S.

Congress passed an act in June 1993 that stipulates that when more than $10,000 of

independent spending is incun'ed on behalf of a candidate, or in opposition to a candidate,

the disfavored candidate receives a public subsidy equal to the amount of the thild party

expencliture and the candidate's spending limit is increased by the amount of the public

subsidy.llg It is argued that such a provision would have the effect of discotuaging

independent expenditures at the local level and of ensuring that when they do occur

financial equity among candidates is not threatened. In addition, the provision may

discoulage third parties whose spending will serve to provide more public f,urding for a

caldidate they oppose. Such a system would most likely not work in Canada, simply

becanse it would be far too expensive. There are significantly more candidates contesting

Canadian elections. For example, in the 1993 federal election alone there wele 7.3

candidates per riding.l20 In the United States, public subsidies are only provided to

Republican and Democratic candidates.

118 y¿"*¡ng. "Regulating Federal Election Spending." page 331.
119 çt6ss. "Regulating Independent Expenditures in Federal Elections." page 260.
120 61¿.
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THE LAW ON THIRJ PARTY ADYERTISING IN CANADA

Canada's current legislation regulating election campaigns was passed in 1974.

The legislation outlines the regulation for candidate and party contributions and also

limits campaign expenditures. Concerning advertising, the legislation states:

Section 72(I) Every printed advertisement, handbill, placard, poster or dodger
that promotes or opposes the election of a registered political party or candidate
and that is displayed or dishibuted during an election by or on behalf of a
registered parly or a candidate shall indicate that it was authorized by the
registered agent of the pa$y ...

The legislation specified that no individual or group may spend money to express

an opinion if candidates do not wish it. These rules arose from the 1966 Barbeau

Comrnittee's recommendation that only registered political parties and candidates be

allowed to buy airtime to advertise for one side or against the other. The Commission

suggested that if interest group spending were not controlled, financial lestrictions on

parties and candidates would be ineffect¡u..121 The Commission's report made leference

to the U.S. situation where ad hoc groups form to promote particular candidates.

Subsequently, expenditure limits become futile and likewise render the reporling of

election expenses by parties and candidates meaningless. The Chappel Comrnittee of

1971 essentially echoed the Barbeau Committee's recommendations and in t974 the

Canada Elections Act was amended by the Election Expenses Act (Bill C-203) to include

Section 70.1, which states:

Everyone other than
(a) a candidate, official agent or any other person acting on behalf of a candidate's
actual knowledge and consent, or

l2l pu¡'¡rLBoyer. Reformof ElectoralCampaigns. Toronto 1990. page 10.
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(b) a legistered agent of a registered party acting within the scope of his autholity
as such or other person acting on behalf of a registered party with the actual

larowledge and consent of an officer thereof
who between the date of issue of the writ for an election and the day immediately
following polling day, incur election expenses is guilty of an offence against this
Act.

Tlre provisions of the 1974 Act prohibited interest groups from financially promoting or

opposing a candidate but allowed a defence of "good faith" (bona fides). This is

adverlising intended to promote a particular position on an issue of public policy.

However, drawing the line between candidate and issue advertising is not always

straightfolward.

This loophole was eventually eliminated when the Crown brought suit against a

tracle union official who hired an airplane to tow a barurer inscribed "Vote as You will,

but not Liberal OHC Local767 CUPE", over the riding of Ottawa-Carleton during the

Octolrer 1976 by-election (Regina vs. Roach, 1978). Despite the fact that the banner

refen'ed only to a registered party, not to a policy, the union local's president defended the

action by claiming that he had incurred the expense only to oppose the govemrnetrt's anti-

inflation program. The union offrcial claimed the defence of bona fides provided by

section 70.1(4) which allowed a defence if a person charged established that he/she

incuued the expense for "the pulpose of gaining support for views held by him or hel on

an issue of public policy" or for advertising the aims of any non-political organization in

which he/she was a member.l22 The judge dismissed the case on the grounds that "the

fundamental principle of our parliamentary democracy [is] that there be freedom of public

discussion of public u¡¡uit.".'123 An appeal court refused to allow the Crown's appeal in

the case because it could "not be proven" that the local's expenditure had been "for the

r22 pi¡i, Palda. Election Fínance Regulation In Canada: A Critical Review. page71.
123 J6i¿. page72.
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plrlpose of ... opposing directly a registered parËy" and because the president of the union

"was cleally expressing the views of his association on an issue of public policy."l24

Canada's Chief Electoral Officer, Jean-Marc Hamel, argued in his 1983 report that

the bona fides defence undermined election expense limits. The problem was that a

group could promote a candidate while claiming that it was doing nothing more than

promoting a cause. He urged Parliament either to abolish the defence or to qualify it to

pt'event abuse in words that nonetheless protected free speech. Hamel's repolt was

accepted. Subsequently, Pariiament abolished the section 70.1(4) defence by passing Bill

C-I69, which imposed a total prohibition on third parËy advertising.l2s As 'Warren Bailie

stated:

the underlying ideas used to promote these legislative developments were very
similar to those employed in the United States. There was a concern to regulate
individual and group contribution making to candidates and parties so as to ensure
that the latter could not be placed, or be seen as being placed, in a suboldinate,
dependent relationship to the former. Moreover, concern was felt in most
provinces and at the federal level of government that limitations on carnpaign
expenditures were necessary as a means of assuring that electoral success would
not be contingent upon the quantity of wealth deployed by candidates and parties
and interest groups but upon the quality of the ideas, policies and records camied
by tlre candidates and parties before the electorate ...126

Overall, differing political traditions led to differing forms of elections finance

law iir the United States and Canada. The American law reflects the priolity which many

124 Bo6.11E. Mutch. "The Evolution Of Campaign Finance Regulation In The United
States And Canada." Comparative Issues In Party And Election Finance. Royal
Commission On Electoral Reform And Party Financing. Volume 4. Toronto: Dundurn
Pless, 1991. page 98.
125 g¡¡ C-I69 contained 37 proposals to amend the Act, rimong which were provisions
fol indexations of spending limits and changes in the reimbursement formula for
candidates and parties.
126 pi"o" F. Cote. Third Parfy Advertising / Independent Expenditures. Notes Plepared
Fol A Panel Discussion. l lth Annual Conference of the Council on Govemmental Ethics
Laws. December 1989, New Orleans. page 4.
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Americans accord to the U.S. Bill of Rights and the principles of individual liberty and

equality of opporfunity which are enshrined in American political cultule. In contrast,

Canadian law, as it is still developing, reflects the tensions felt by Canadians between the

principles of individual liberties and those of collective order and equality of

condition.l27

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, entrenched into the Canadian

Constitution in 1982, affirms such individual and collective rights and fi'eedoms as the

light to vote, to converse with the federal government in either French or English and

gualantees the fundamental freedoms of association, assembly, expression, belief and

religion, as well as of the legal and equality rights to "life, liberry and seculity of person",

the right to due process of the law, and the right to be free from various forms of

discrimination (sections 2 and 7 to 15). However, section 1 of the Charter reads:

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and

fi'eedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as

can be demonstlably justified in a free and democratic society.

The National Citizens' Coalition set out to challenge the prohibition on third-party

advertising at election time.

F{ATI ONAL CITIZF,NS' C OALITION C OURT CHALLENGE

The National Citizens' Coalition is a nonpartisan organization that promotes

political and social views ranging from classical liberal to the "old-fashioned"

conselative. The coalition is porhayed by the media and others as a light-wing lobby

group.128 According to its publicity, "[t]he Coalition is a grass-roots group of 30,000

127 ¡5i¡. page 5.
128 ¡4ir¡url Mandel. The Charter of Rights and the Legalizatíon o¡'Politics in Canada.
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corlcer.ned Canadians, coast-to-coast, who are committed to "more freedom thlough less

governmenl"'.129 The NCC launched a court action in Alberta to test the

constitutionality of Bill C-169 under the new Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The

Coalition submitted that the amendments favored the established parties to the detriment

of new parties and independent candidates, and that they harmed public participation in

elections by regulating the campaign expenses of advocacy groups. Their formal chalge

was that the amendments violated freedom of speech and the right to an informed vote

gnalanteed in Sections 2(b) and 3 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

However, two factors tilted the scale against the Coalition's challenge. First, in

1982 the Quebec Provincial Court had ruled that the Centrale de I'enseignernent du

Qr-rebec had violated that province's ban on advocacy advertising during elections. The

court had ruled that "freedom of expression is not equivalent to freedom of expenditure"

and that the election law limits "not the right of free speech but the right to spend money

to express oneself'.I30 Thus, a precedent had already been set. Second, the Crown was

plepared to use its resources to call many expert witnesses from both Canada and the

United States to testi$i.

The federal government's case hinged on the argument that uncontrolled spending

by interest $oups would disadvantage candidates, who are subject to strict legulations.

Accolding to the Crown, the legislation ensured a fair electoral process because

participants' chances were not jeopardized by the impact of unaccountable and

uruegulated money. A second justification for the law was that citizens should not be

clenied an opportunity to receive a full and balanced exposition of all election issues. In

Revised Edition. Toronto: Thompson Educational Publishing,Inc., 1994. page288.
129 6i¿. andThe Globe and Mail. August 27,1985. page 9.
1301qtur"*tr Zev Paltiel. "Canadian Election Expense Legislation, 1963-85: A Critical
Appraisal, Or V/as the Effort Worth It?" Comparative Political Finance in the 1980s.
Flerbert E. Alexander and Joel Federman (eds). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1989. page 61.
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other words, integral to the government's argument was the belief that restrictions on

interest group spending during an election campaign would enhance, not detlact fLorn,

freedom of expression. The government argued that:

... if the aim of freedom of expression is to ensure that a variety of viewpoints will
be heard, there may be circumstances in which that goal will be served by action
which prevents the monopolization of the freedom by powerful elemerfs.l3l

Justice Medhurst, of the Alberta Court of Queen's Bench, did not concur. He declaled

that the law in fact violated fi'eedom of expression. He did not accept the governrnent's

argument that "mischief or harm" would come of advocacy group advertising. In handing

clown his judgment, the judge stated:

... In my opinion the limitation must be considered for the plotection of a leal
value to society and not simply to reduce or restrain criticism no matter how
unfair such criticism may be. It has been said that the true test of fi'ee explession
to a society is whethel it can tolerate criticism of its fundamental values and
institutions. A limitation to the fundamental freedom of expression should be

assessed on the basis that if it is not permitted then harm will be caused to other
values in society. This requires, as has been said, a balancing of the respective
interests of society and of the individual.

Care must be taken to ensure that the freedom of expression, as gualanteed by
section 2 of the Charter, is not arbitrarily or unjustif,rably limited. Fears ol
concerns of mischie{ that may occur are not adequate reasons for imposing a
limitation. There should be actual demonstration of harm or a real likelihood of
harm to a society value before a limitation can be said to be justified. 132

The judgment was handed down only a few days before John Turner became the

leader of the reigning Liberal parry and two weeks before he called a general election.

Accoldingly there was no time to appeal the decision before the election. Wliile the

13l Boyer. Reform of Electoral Campaigns. page 10.
132 p. Macklem. etal. Canadian Constitutional Lqw. Yohxrte 2. Toronto: Emond
Montgomery Publications Limited, 1993. page 421.
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Coult's decision on this case was only binding in Alberta, Elections Canada officials

announced flrat for the sake of consistency, no independent expenditures made duling the

1984 election would be prosecuted anywhere in Canada.l33

Ttr.IE REAL DEBATE BEHIND BILL C.169

Before the passage of Bill C-169, the Liberals had been the target of most

advocacy gt'oup attaclcs. In 1980, the Jewish Joint Public Relations Committee attacked

Liberal candidate Frank Epp during the 24-hour candidate advertising blackout before

polling. Also, in 1980, the International Fund for Animal Welfare threatened to spend $3

million in Toronto ridings to oppose Liberal candidates to end the government's support

of the Canadian seal hunt.l34 In light of these challenges and despite the 1984 Alberta

court ruling, the Liberal party continued to defend the law restricting third party

adveltising. On the other hand, members of the Progressive Conservative palty who had

pleviously supported the law.began to make statements distancing themselves fi'om it.

Overall, Bill C-169 was undebated until the National Citizens' Coalition,

described as a "right-wing" organization "heavily dominated by wealthy business people,"

launched the court action. Within the media, which had an interest in Bill C-169, for

obvious reasons, editorial opinion was split. For example, the Toronto,S/ar supported the

legislation, while the Globe and Mail came out in opposition.l35

A much broader argument can be made concerning Bill C-169. In the same way

tliat spending limits were imposed, the restriction on third parfy advertising was seen as

133 William Cross. "Regulating Independent Expenditures in Federal Elections".
Canadian Public Policy. Volume )O(, number 3. September 1994. page254.
134 ¡¿nsl Hiebert. "Fair Elections and Freedom of Expression Under the Chafier".
Journal of Canadian Studies. Volume 24, number 4. Winter 1989-1990. page73.
135 Donna Greschner and Howard McConnell. "Canadians in Danger of Losing Their
Riglrts?" Globe and Mail. March 12, t994. page 7.
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another attempt to restlict the influence of wealth in elections. Three arguments could be

made in support of this analysis. First, Bill C-169 was mainly directed against wealtþ

individuals and groups who could afford to spend heavily on behalf of parties and

candidates. ln a telated point, it was argued that the legislation was directed mainly

against those with "right-wing" views since again these groups were those with the funds

to spend. Third, the bill was not directed against the media or the politicians

themselves,l36 6u1 independent groups outside the political arena who "should not be

pennitted to influence" the electoral process. One of the main objectives behind the

Canada Elections Act was to attempt to make the election process more "equal" by

putting spending limits on parties and candidates. The belief was that the wealthier

candidates or the political parties with wealthier supporters have an unfair advantage in

the election campaign. Therefore, by regulating spending during an election, poorel'

gl'oltps and interests can acquire an equal chance with wealthier groups and intelests in

theil quest for legislative power. V/ith respect to third party advertising, the suppoltels of

election finance law fear that certain parties and candidates may use nonpartisan groups

to support or oppose them. According to a former New Democrat MP, Rod Murphy,

"some of the most partisan, vicious and one-sided advertising takes place during election

campaigns on behalf of so-called third-parti.r't.137 Perhaps this is an exaggeration;

however, it illustrates the point that "left-wing" parties, such as the NDP, favor baruring

thild party advertising.

According to David Somerville, President of the National Citizens' Coalition,

third party advertising is not a way that the political right circumvents the election finance

laws imposed on them by left-wing parties. In fact, he states that it is the exact opposite:

... the people who beneflt by the existing structure is the establishmerf of the left
and the right ... the big union bosses have their party - the NDP - big business has

136 George Jonas. "Brave New Democracy". Toronto Life. Apnl1984. page 31.
137 ¡ri6. page32.
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their party - the Tories and the Liberals - but, what if you're just a srnall
individual and you're not part of the establishment of the left or the light and you
want to speak out - what can you do? The way you do it is by banding together
by like-minded people ... pooling your resources and speaking out. The big
business groups and the unions will always have a powerful voice through the
respective parties and through the news media... but what happens if you have
some modest means and you don't want to be part of the machines of either big
unions or big business and you've got to speak out against MP pensions or gag

laws ol the Charlottetown Accord - when the establishment of the left and the
right were in bed together? Then you band together and you speak out ... allowing
fi'eedom of association to flower during elections empowers people who would
otherwise have very little power.138

Therefore, from Somerville's perspective the issue of third party advertising

czuinot be interpreted along ideological lines since according to him, both right ancl left

wing political parties benefit fi'om third party advertising. This is true to some extent, but

the NDP iras always been the only party that supports an outright ban on thild patty

adveltising, or at the very least, some form of regulation. Therefore, to assume that the

"establishment" (ie: the Liberals, Conservatives and the NDP), all believe and say the

sarne thing is false. Fufthennore, the 1988 federal election proved to be a showclown

between the left and the rieht.

TT-TE 1988 FEDERAL ELECTION

The 1988 campaign featured a major issue - free trade. However, one of the most

controversial questions of the campaign was whether advocacy groups should be allowed

to plomote their points of view in the media unrestricted by spending limitations such as

those irnposed on political palties. One side argued that the other had much urore money

and had unfairly influenced the outcome. On the other side, was the argument that there

138 Somerville. Interview.
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tvas no evidence to support this and that in any event, it was the right of individuals and

gloups to make their positions known.139

After being elected in 1984, the Proglessive Conservative Govemmetrt of Brian

Mr,rlroney did not addless the issue of third party advertising and expenditures. The

negative publicity and editorial reaction surrounding the NCC case had undelrnined

political resolve. Also, the Progressive Conservatives did not feel any thleat by intelest

gloups in 1984. Any hidden benefits of muting independent opposition were not worth a

retreat from their public stand for freedom of expression and the threat of attack fi'om the

pless and the NCC. During the 1988 federal election, independent groups took full

aclvzurtage of the opening in the election law. For the first time in a federal electiott,

advocacy groups became major players in the 1988 election campaign.

Interest group spending leached unprecedented levels in 1988. The Canadian

Alliance on Trade and Job Opportunities spent $3 million shortly before and $2 million

cluling the election to champion free trade. The National Citizens' Coalition, zurxious to

combat the rise of popularity of the NDP and its leader, Ed Broadbent, launched a

$500,000 advertising campaign on radio, television, and in newspapers, calling Broadbent

"t"ry, very scary .. a socialist who means what he says".l40 The Coalition used humor to

help dlive its message. It aired advertisements that simulated a game show in which

contestants rnistook the views of Broadbent for those of Karl Marx and h'an's Ayatollah

Iilromeini.l4l Overall, however, most of the third party advertising in the 1988

campaign was to support or oppose the free trade agreement. The Pro-Canada network

opposed the agreement with an outlay of $600,000 as did the Canadian Automobile

139 ç^u6u. Reforming Electoral Democracy. Royal Commission on Electoral Reform
and Party Financing. Final Report. Volume 4. Toronto: Dundurn Press, I99I. page79.
140 lottt Barrett. "Humorous Ads Compare Broadbent to Marx, Ayatollah" . Montreal
Gazette. October25, 1988. pageA4.
lal 6i¿.
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Workers with a two-page advertisement in a major ne\ilspaper costing $400,000.142 in

total, the Chief Electoral Offïcer counted 29 violations of the advocacy goup regulations.

Estimates of what was spent by these third-parfy groups range from $2 million to $10

million. In addition, this advertising could continue right up to the day before the

election, while parties themselves were subject to the traditional 24-hotx advertising

blackout.l43

With a mandate to consider this 1988 experience of increased independent

spending along with other issues of electoral reform, the Royal Cornmission on Electoral

Reform and Party Financing was established. During the Commission's healings, the

NDP and the Liberals offered testimony critical of third party advertising. At the

healings, they argued that opinions by third parties should operate through the palties or'

should at the very least obey the rules set for the parties. Advocacy gl'otlps who had

themselves felt attacked said the same. The Ontario Federation of Laboul told the

Conmrission that unlimited expenditures by advocacy groups posed a significant thu'eat to

Canada's political democracy. The Federation, a traditional supporter of the NDP,

claimed that tl-re FTA opponents had held their ground in the debate before the election

but that the free-trade forces had crushed them with massive expenditulres during the

campaign.l44 The solution was to ban advocacy groups' spending unless it was palt of

tlre declared expenditures of a party or candidate. Even the Council of Canadiansl45

argued that while they should be allowed to distribute hand-bills and put out lawn signs,

massive media advertising should be the privilege of established parties.146

142 pu1¿u. Electíon Finance Regulation In Canada: A Critical Review. page77.
143 Joseph Wearing. "Regulating Federal Election Spending". Politics: Canada.

Seventh Edition. Paul V/. Fox and Graham White (eds). Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson

Linrited, 1991. page 331.
144 pu1¿u. Election Finance Regulation In Canada. page77.
145 16. Council of Canadians is an interest group representing national social issues.
la6 ¡r¡¿. page78.
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BILL C-II 

The Lortie Commission concluded that unfettered spending by independerf

interests creates an unfair electoral playing field. The Commission proposed that all

entities, other than official parties and candidates, be limited to spending no more than

$1000 during the election period on election expenses. It was also proposed that the

definition of election expenses be expanded to include both candidate and party

aclvocacy, and issue advocacy. The permitted $1000 could not be cornbined with

another's spending - thus no gÍoup or association would be permitted to spend mote than

$1000 regædless of the size of its membership. The Commission further recommended

that the advertising blackout period be expanded to prohibit independent advertising

cluring the final 24 hours of the election campaign.147 The Commission recognized that

although this amount was insufflrcient for those who wished to mount national advertising

campaigns, "the centlality of fairness in the electoral process justifies this limit. If

individuals or glotlps wished to conduct broader campaigns they could do so by

supporting existing parties and candidates (including independents) or by forrning a

political party and fielding candidates."l4s

While the Royal Commission felt that the limit would be acceptable undel the

Charter of Ríghts and Freedoms, it was also felt that this limit would meet certain

f,rndamental tests, as established in the Oakes case. When Canadian judges apply the

Charter they must follow two steps. First, they must determine if the challenged law or'

plactise violates a Charter right. If it does, then the Court must apply section 1 of the

147 ç*u6u. Reþrming Electoral Democracy. Royal Commission on Electolal Reform
and Party Financing. Final Report. Volume 1. Toronto: Dundum Press, 199I. page34l
and352.
la8 6¡¿. page353.
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Chalter, which asks, is the limit on the right prescribed my law, reasonable, and justified

in a fi'ee and democratic society? In the Oakes case, the Supreme Court laid down

gr-ridelines for applying this'section 1 test. The government must show that the law is

designed to achieve a "pressing and substantial objective" and that the legislative means

chosen are "proporlional to that objective." When the Royal Commission recommended

tlre $1000 spending limit for third parties, they anticipated that it would meet the Oalces

case. First, the Commission felt that the legislation was in the words of the Oalces case

"substantial and pressing" in a fiee and democratic society. Second, it was argued that a

spending limit on independent expenditures was rationally connected to the objective of

plornoting failness in the exercise of rights and freedoms during an election and does not

place an arbitrary or unfair burden on any particular individual or group. Thild, members

of the Commission felt that given the seriousness of promoting fairness in the electolal

plocess, that the $1000 spending limit could pass the Oakes proportionality test. It was

algued that it would be irnpossible to increase the spending limit for third parties and at

the same time secure the objective of fairness that political parfy spending limits are

meant to realize. Thus, the Royal Commission proposed that $1000 was not entilely

arbitlary because political parties and candidates have to have a higher limit because they

have to take positions on a variety of issues. Finally, it was argued that a $1000 litrit rnet

tlre clitelion of the Oalces case in that it "impairs freedom of expression as little as

possible." 149

In response to the Royal Commission's report, an all party House of Commons

Special Committee on Electoral Reform was established. The Committee proposed ciraft

legislation that was largely adopted by the govemment. It included Bill C-tt4, An Act to

Antend the Canada Elections Act. This was passed by Parliament in I|i4ay 1993. Overall,

149 Bot41 Commission on Electoral Reform and Parry Financing. Reþrming Electoral
Dentocracy. Final Reporl. Volume 1. pages 354 and355.
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Bitl C-114 included provisions to limit to $1000 the amount third parties can spend on

advertising expenses "for the purpose of promoting or opposing, directly and duling an

election, a particular registered parly or the election of a particular .*¿i¿u1.rr.150

Sinrilal to the Lorlie Commission's proposal, Bill C-114 prohibits one individual's

inclependent spending from being combined with another person's "if the aggregate

amount of the advertising expenses incurred exceeds one thousan¿ ¿o11utt".l51 The Bill

also expanded the advertising blackout to include third parties. There was all-party

support for the reforms. David Somerville noted that "the Ottawa political elite learned

nothing from their lesounding defeat on the Charlottetown Accord vote ... They must

ulderstand that Canadians want to be included in the political process, not shut up and

shut out. I believe the leal reason for this gag law is that the political establislmeut wants

to force citizens to channel their political spending through the parties, rather thal speak

out inclependently" I 52

As in 1984, the National Citizens' Coalition challenged the legislation in an

Alberta court. Again, the Coalition argued for the amendments to be rescinded on the

basis tlrat they transgress the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. They maintained that the

law infi'inges on "the right to vote because gagging viewpoints removes the light to a

tluly informsd vslstr. I53

The Albelta Court of Queen's Bench ruled on June 25, 1993 that the lestrictions

on independent spending violate the Charter protections of freedom of explession,

association, and an informed vote (Somerville v. Canada, 1993). This time, the federal

govelnment appealed. The appeal was heard on May 8, 1995. Three appeal coult judges

lranded down their unanimous decision on June 5, 1996. They upheld the lower court

1s0 6¡¿.
151 çrott. "Regulating lndependent Expenditures in Federal Elections."
152 ¡i*. Francis. "A New Attack On Freedom of Speech." Maclean's.
nunber' 22. }./:ay 31, 1993. page 9.
ls3 ¡6¡¿.

page259.
Volume 106,
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r:uling that the law was unconstitutional and they dismissed the federal governrnent's

appeal of that decision. The ruling, written by Madam Justice Carole Conlad, said the

law fostered evils against which the Charter of Rights and Freedoms was meant to

protect Canadians:

If a group of citizens wishes to identify certain issues with candidates ol pat'ties,

that message is crucial to both the sender and the receiver ... [t]o intelfere with
such identification of candidates ... is to thwart the free and democratic process.

A manipulative communication system favoring the political parties is, in my

view, one of the evils from which the constitutional guarantee provides protection

... One is led to conclude that the very aim or purpose of this legislation is to

ensure that third parties ca¡not be heard in any effective way and that political
palties ale entitled to preferential protection ... [i]ts objective strikes at the very

core of these fundamental rights and freedoms, and is arguably legislation which
has as its very putpose the restriction of these rights and freedoms, which can

never be justified.l5a

It is expected that the federal goverrrment will appeal the decision to the Suprerne Corut.

THIRD PARTY ADVERTISING IN QUEBEC

The issue of third party advertising in Quebec became a concelrl to the Parti

Qr-rebecois when the federal government began advertising during the 1980 referendum.

A tidal wave of federal advertising inundated Quebec in the days precedirig the

r.eferendum. There were television and billboard advertisements urging Quebecers to say

"Non, merci" to drinking and driving. Also, there were advertisements reminding Quebec

toruists that the Rocky Mountains provided "so much to stay for".l55 Although

govelrunent advertising is generally defined differently from advocacy advertising, it was

154 41**u Mitchell. "Court Criticizes Election Ad Law." The Globe and Mail. June 6,

1996. page 1.
155 ¡4ottir Wolfe. "The Case Against Advocacy Advertising". Saturday Night.

December 1980. page 17.
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esseúially seen by the PQ as the same thing during the 1980 referendum. Therefore, the

Quebec government amended the province's election laws by banning third party

advertising. It should be noted that the PQ is traditionally viewed as a left of centre paúy.

Overall, Quebec's election finance legislation is the most clearly defined.

Wheleas other provinces' election laws and even federal legislation are vague in their'

clefinitions of what constitutes an elections expense and what may or may not be allowed

in terms of third party advertising, Quebec's election finances legislation is clear. In

Quebec, the Election Act establishes that an election expense is:

... the cost of any goods or services used during an election period to:
(1) prornote or oppose, directly or indirectly, the election of a candidate ol the

candidates of a party;.
(2) plopagate or oppose the program or policies of a candidate ol pafty;

(3) approve ol disapprove courses ofaction advocated or opposed by a candidate

of parry;
(4) approve or disapprove any action done or proposed by a party, a candidate or

their supporters.

Then, it stipulates that:

Duling an election period, no person other than the official agent of an authorized

party or independent candidate or his deputy may incur or authorize election

expenses.156

Essentially, there is a total ban of third party advertising in Quebec.

Since the advent of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedorzs, Quebec has

witlessed tluee election campaigns and another referendum on sovereignty. During all

tluee campaigns, third parties were prohibited from broadcasting advettisements or

distributing pamphlets denouncing government policies or those of political parties. Even

wlren Quebec's Electíon Act was amended in 1989, it continued to prohibit thild palties

fi.om "incurring, during an election period, expenses likely to favor, directly or indirectly,

156 p¡.tte F. Cote. Etudes Electorales: Thírd-party Advertising During An Electoral

Period and Connibutions Made to Political Parties and Candidates Regarding the

Charters. February 1991. page 3.
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the election of a calrdidate or a parfy". The ban on third parfy advertising has l¡een

widely criticized as an attempt by the PQ to limit spending by federalist forces during

lefelendum campaigns as a way for the separatists to avoid being outspent by the Quebec

business class. Following the coming into force of the new Act in i989, the Chief

Electolal Off,rcel of Quebec announced his intention to apply these provisions strictly.

Tlris has been evident since the October 1995 sovereignty referendum. In what David

Somerville calls an "Orwellian episode" in the wake of the October 30th vote: "the

Quebec election police ... interrogated a private Montreal citizen who had sent out letters

ovel his fax machine to his business associates and friends urging them to vote no ... and

they went and investigated him because he might have contravened Quebec's election

1u*rtt.157 Currently, Elections Quebec officials are also investigating some of the

aillines and bus lines to determine whether they had subsidized any trips to Moffreal for

tlie unity rally.

While such strict enforcement of the ban on third parfy expenditures has been

applauded by some for ensuring "equity" and "faimess", others have criticized Quebec for'

its "totalitarian" election finance laws. Elections offrcials in Quebec, however, defend

their investigations. Quebec has this law banning third party advertising in place and

subsequently will enfolce this law. According to the province's Chief Electoral Officer,

Pielre Cote:

The formula chosen by the Quebec legislature thus leaves to recognized political
parties and candidates the privilege of incurring election expenses. It then

becomes relatively easy to control the sums involved by imposing limits and tlie

obligation to submit reports. The responsibility for the election campaigns is first
and foremost that of the candidates and the political parties, within the financial
limits set by law. That is what is important. The financial power of intelvening
third parties does not become a means of preventing voters from freely exercising

their right to vote.

157 56msrville, interview.
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During a precise and very short time period, the rules of the game are not the

same: there are indeed certain impediments to freedom of expression. Why?
Because we must strictly control election expenses, protect electors, protect the

free exercise of the right to vote and , in so doing, protect democracy.. We do not

want to find ourselves with hidden funds in a context where it costs a gleatel deal

to have a member eleðted to the National Assembly.l53

The position of Someruille and Cote can be seen to be diametrically opposed. So

far, the debate on third party advertising in Manitoba elections has not been as intense as

in other jurisdictions.

TÉTIRD PARTY ADVERTISING IN MANITOBA

In 1983 when the Manitoba government began to revise the Elections Act, the

intention was to deal with third party advertising. However, because of the Alberta Court

of Queen's Bench decision concerning third party advertising, the Manitoba govelnment

ciid not make any changes to its law governing advocacy group adveltising in the

plovince. The legislation was passed; however, it was never proclaimed.

The Manítoba Elections Finances Act was adopted by the legislature in 1985 and

included restrictions similar to those contained in the Canada Elections Act (ie including

a "defence clause" which would permit third party expenditures under ceftain

circumstances). The proposed sections of the Manitoba Electíons Finances Act rcstricted

spending in support of or in opposition to a candidate or a political party duling an

election unless the expenditures were approved by a Chief Financial Officer of a party or

candidate. Spending by third parties would have been permitted; however, if done for the

putpose of gaining support on an issue of public policy, or to advance the aims of an

olganization without supporting or opposing a particular candidate or registered political

l58 ço1r. Etudes Electorales. page25.
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pæty (in which it would be assumed that no election expense would be incurred).

Because these sections were not proclaimed in the light of Medhurst's judgrnent in

Alberta, Manitoba has no legislative provisions dealing with "third parfy" expenditures

unless the spending is undertaken with the knowledge and consent of the political party or

candidate concerned.ls9 1¡r net result is that third parties may spend during an election

without restriction whereas political parties and candidates are subject to spending limits.

Many algue that this calls into question the fairness and equitability of election

campaigns. Until the 1995 provincial election, third party advertising had not been as

lrlominent in Manitoba as in the United States and in the 1988 Canadian fedelal election.

Still, the issue remained unresolved and became more sensitive due to developments

duling the 1995 plovincial election.

During the 1995 Manitoba election, third parties spent over half a million dollars

in advertising. In contrast, the average spent by the political parties on advertising in the

election was $414,458.00 each. The Manitoba Teachers Association spent $220,000 on

advertisements that showed statues of students in graduation gowns shedding tears

because of the "devastating stLesses" causing the education system to clumble. The

Manitoba Nulses Union used $167,000 from its members' union dues to attack the

Fihnon government's health care record and offer alternative solutions. In the meantime,

the Manitoba Government Employees Union spent $70,000 for a campaign that cliticized

the Filmon govenxrent's cuts to education and health. The Telecommunications

Ernployees Association of Manitoba launched a series of print advertisements criticizing

the govemment's handling of the Manitoba Telephone System. Another television

comrnelcial was a plea by the Dakota Tipi First Nations to vote against the Filmon

government.

159 B1ss1¡6ns Manitoba. Annual Report on the Elections Finances Act. 1990. page36.
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However, there were also third-party advertisements that defended the

govemment. The Manitoba Taxpayers Association commercial used ababy sinking in

debt to push for balanced budget legislation.l6O Overall, the unions did rnost of the

advertising in the last Manitoba election. It has been suggested that had the New

Democrats won, sorte of these groups would have claimed that their advertising made the

difference, and expected an NDP govemment to accept many of their demands.

According to NDP organizer Wendy Gerecke, third party advertising did help the NDP in

the 1995 campaign: "you couldn't possible say it didn't help. It has to help ... but this

belief that the Tories fuel that because a person belongs to a labour union that they are

suppolting the NDP, that is absolutely not true ... yet unions do help us ... but fthild party

aclvertising] doesn't translate into votes necessarily."l6l Interestingly, NDP leadel Gary

Doel has stated that when his parly forms govemment, it will enact legislation pleventing

"ontside influences from trying to involve themselves in political campaigns".l62 Ott 1¡t.

other'hand, both the Conservative and Liberal parties in Manitoba hold that thild parties

have the right to advertise duling an election.

EFFECTIVENESS OF THIRD PARTY ADVERTISING

There is no disputing the fact that advertising by interest groups often lets a palty

ol'candidate benefit from support while escaping election spending regulations. It also

lets these groups do the "sales pitch" for them. A classic case of the effectiveness of thild

party advertising is an example from the United States - where the Democrats'

160 puul Sarnyn. "Speak Loud, Sell Shtick." l|/innípeg Free Press. April 8, 1995. page

AT7,
161 6.r..Le. Inter¡¿iew.
162 ¡u6t Waytiuk. "Union Ad Campaigns Crass, Questionable." Winnipeg Free Press.

April28, 1995. page A7.
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presidential candidate Michael Dukakis was linked to criminal V/illie Horton. Television

ads by an organization that was technically independent of the Bush campaign told

viewers about a black convict who raped and murdered a white woman while on a

weekend pass. 'Weekend passes were part of the prisoner rehabilitation program in the

state of Massachusetts, where Dukakis was governor. After the advertisement first aired,

36 per cent of votels felt that Dukakis was soft on criminals. By the end of the campaign,

tlrat figure had climbed to 49 per cent. The U.S. literature is full of such examples

showing that advertising by political action committees and intelest gloups is

effective.163

In Canada, an Environics survey conducted in December 1988, the rnonth aftel the

federal election, showed that third-parfy election advertising was an important factor in

voting according to those surveyed. Nearly three people in ten (27 per cent) consider

thilcl-party advertising and leaders debates very important in their voting decisions.

MoreoveL, only 13 per cent considered parties themselves as very important, while even

fewel considered information distributed to residences (11 per cent) and opinion polls (11

per cent) as important.164

In a survey conducted four months after the November 1988 election, 31 pel ceff

of Canadians admitted that their vote had been influenced by third-parry ads, and half of

these (14 per cent) said the ads had a significant effect. During the survey conducted by

tlre same company in December 1988, 27 per cent said that third-party adveltising was

important in their electoral choice. These are, however, raw survey data based upon the

memory of interr¡iewees about how their voting preferences evolved during the campaign.

Regardless, the fact remains that there is a striking parallel between the daily quantity of

163 ¡.* Crete. "Television, Advertising and Canadian Elections." Media and Voters In
Canadian Electíon Campaigns. Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Patty

Financing. Volume 18. Toronto: DundurnPress, 1991. pageZ9.
164 6i¿. page 30.
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adverlising by the coalition for free trade and the return to power of the party bealing the

fiee trade standard. 165

Fr.om this tirnited information, it cannot be determined whether advettising paid

for by third palties is more effective or less effective than political parËy adverlising.

However, to the extent that advertising paid for by third parties is added to that of the

politicat parties and candidates, a larger audience is reached - or the same audience is

reached more often,166

RtrGULATORY OPTIONS

The main objectives of election finances legislation are to prevetrt corruption by

r.equiring public disclosure and to promote faimess and greater equality of opportunity in

the electoral process for political parties and candidates. To accomplish its objective,

legislation has included such strategies as tax credits, restrictions on election spendiug

and r.eimbursement of election expenses. There is the argument that for such elements as

spending limits to be meaningful, groups other than registered political parties, candidates

and constituency associations have to be subject to legislation intended to lirnit their

participation. The limits on election expenses were not seen as meaningful if only some

of the groups participating directly in an election \¡/ere restricted. HoweveL, at the same

time, Section 29(b) of the Charter of Rights and Freedorns guarantees that evetyone has

the "fi'eedom of thought, beliet opinion and expression including freedom of the press

and other media of communication ... n.167 How is it possible to accommodate what

seems like competing democratic values? In order to sort through the various arguments

l6s ¡r¡¿.
166 ¡6i¿.
167 91.r1¡ons Manitoba. Annual Report on the Elections Finances Act.1990. page 35.
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for and against third party advertising which have been debated up to this point, it is

necessaly to distinguish the various positions surrounding the issue in greater detail.

THE LIßDRTARIAN MODEL

The first position is that there should be no restrictions on participation in the

electoral process by parties, interest groups or individuals. Before the introduction of

thild-parfy advertising, political parties virfually controlled the electoral agenda. In such

a situation, when there is unanimity among the three major parties on a question (ie:

capital punishunent), this model argues that the electorate is cheated as there is no

"market-place competition" of ideas. Free speech, therefore, is equated with the light to

spend money to advertise one's views. Third-party advocacy groups thus function within

a classic "libertarian" interpretation of the political process. Any form of regulation on

the groups' ability to purchase advertising space or broadcast time undermines the

oppoltunity to express the views of the organization.

This view of fi'eedom of expression is largely a negative one - fi'eedorn fi'om

interference - and rejects the claim that considerations such as access and opportunity are

leasons for irnposing lirrits.l68 Most advocacy groups would like to see this model

continue, and thele is no doubt that any attempts to regulate third party advertising and

spending would be challenged vigorously in the courts, as they have been up to now by

the National Citizens' Coalition. The logical extension of this argument is that any

existing regulations on advertising by political parties should be abolished. Accolding to

this view, the cun'ent spending regulations on candidates and parties undetmine the

ability of election participants to make their policy positions known to electors aud to

168 ¡¿tts¡ Hiebert. "lnterest Groups and Canadian Federal Elections." Interest Groups

and Elections In Canada. Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Finalcing.
Volnme 2. Toronto: Dundurn Press, 1991. page 48.
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distinguish their programs from those of their partisan rivals. Therefore, the lemoval of

all spending limits for third parties and political parties would ensure freedom of speech

and expression for all groups.during an election.

Much of the criticism of this approach is based on the U.S. expelience. In

American elections, money assumes a prominent role in candidate spending and in the

networks of support for candidates through PACs and independent expenditules. This

laises concern about the possibility of comrption and undue influence, real ol pelceived,

ai'ising from candidates' dependence on wealthy contributors. Furthermore, the absence

of spending regulations results in more expensive elections and prevents those of modest

means or those without substantial PAC or interest group support from contesting

elections in any meaningful way. Another criticism disputes the assumption that an

unlegulated economic environment enhances and facilitates free expression. The

contrary argument is that, rather than being a free exchange of ideas, an uruegulated

environrnent becomes dominated and controlled by wealthier groups who at'e in a

position to purchase unlimited advertising time and monopolize the air waves to promote

theil own interests.l69 As opponents of this model have argued, no restrictions on

advocacy advertising would lead to a "free-fire zorLe" of campaign advertising.lT0

REGULATORY MODBLS

This model proposes the regulation of third-parfy advertising by making the

regulations cunently in effect for political parties also apply to third parties. The view

here is that parties and candidates should not be granted an exclusive right to the electoral

l6e 6i¿. page 49.
170 1yu1¡"t I. Romanow. "Negative Political Advertising: An Analysis of Research

Findings in Light of Canadian Practice." Political Ethics: A Canadían Perspective.
Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Parry Financing. Volume 12. Toronto:
DunclwnPress, 1991. page 185.
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stage, but should share that stage with other individuals and groups wanting to

participate. Consequently, interest groups should be subject to the same kinds of

financial legulations that apply to parties. They should be entitled to the same range of

expression.

The argument in favor of allowing interest groups to participate financially in

elections asserts that independent expenditures allow for a broader range of ideas and

discussion of political concerns by addressing those issues for which parties ale leluctant

to assume policy positions. Furthermore, it is argued that political parties alone cauuot

represent the multitude of interests in Canada. Therefore, they shoulcl not prevent

indiviciuals and groups who do not identifu with one of the parties from speakirg out

duing elections.lTl

The regulation of advocacy groups through their registration under the Manitoba

Elections Act and the enforcement of time and financial limits is advanced by those who

al'e concemed with implications for freedom of expression stemming fi'om a complete

ban on thild-parly advertising. Third parties would register under the Elections Act and

be subject to budgetary limits, disclosure of contributors and the obligation to file leports

with the chief electoral offrcer or the broadcasting arbitrator. These regulations, it is

argued, would "level the playing field" between parties and advocacy groups, while

protecting the rights of citizens and groups to participate fully in the electoral process.

Critics of this approach say that such regulations could easily be circumvented tluough

the multiplication of the number of groups registered. For example, rather than

registeling one group concerned with an issue, five might be registered with diffelent

names and officers, subsequently increasing the amount of money that could be spent. As

171 gir1r.t1. "lnterest Groups and Federal Elections." page 49.
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one critic of this proposal pointed out, "vocal special interest $oups will always find a

way to voice their conce¡ns".172

Alother criticism of the regulatory model is that it does not make any distinctions

between parties and independent groups in terms of their roles and responsibilities'

Because political parties, not independent organizations, are the main bridge between the

state and voters' preferences, it is misleading to suggest that each participant during an

election campaign is equal. Political parties have the opportunity to hold office and,

therefore, have different responsibilities than do interest groups. Parties must appeal to a

bi'oad range of values and policy preferences and must reconcile conflicting legional and

national tensions. On the other hand, individuals or groups can organize along nalrow

interests. l 73

A second regulatory approach is related to the content of advertising. Hele, the

focus of regulation would not be on controlling the third parties allowed to advertise, but

lather on policing what is contained in advertising and how it is expressed.

During the Lortie Commission hearings, two specific proposals wele given

r.egar.ding content regulation. The first recommendation was for the creation of an

Elections Comrnunications Commission. The Commission would be made up of expefts

in the field. All election ads - both political party and advocacy group - would be

submitted to this panel in advance of showing in order to be evaluated on the cliterion of

decency and cleared for use. The second content control proposal called fol the cleation

of an "election advertising adjudicator" to whom parties aggrieved by negative ads could

lodge complaints after the offending ad had been shown.l74

172 Bo-*ow. "Negative Political Adveriising: An Analysis of Research Findings In

Light Of Canadian Plactice." page 185.
173 gi.1r.r1. "lnterest Groups and Federal Elections." page 50.
174 Bo**ow. "Negative Political Advertising: An Analysis of Research Findings In

Light Of Caladian Plactice." page 187 .
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Overall, it would be diffrcult to attempt to regulate the content of either political

or third party adveftisements. There was a provision in place to regulate unethical

advertising in the 1968 Broadcasting Act which stated that a "licensee shall identify the

sponsor ærd the political party, if any, on whose behatf a program' advefiisement or

announcement of a partisan character in relation to a referendum or ¿ul election ..' is

lri.oadcast or received".l75 This section was dropped from the 1991 Broadcasting Act.

However, even as far back as 1936 attempts to prevent the abuse of broadcast privileges

for.political or advertising purposes were put into place. In 1936, a Special Committee

was appointed to inquire into the operations of the Canadian Radio Broadcasting

Commission and its administration of the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Act of 1932, in

order to recommend changes in the broadcasting system and to investigate whethef thele

had been any abuse of the system. The Committee reported that, during the 1935 federal

election, there had been abuses, such as the "Mr. Sage" broadcast, which utilized di'ama to

cafly its politically partisan message without identiffing its sponsor. Such cornplaints

served to intensiff the general dissatisfaction with the performance of the CRBC. As a

r.esult, the Committee recommended that "dramatized political broadcasts be prohibited,

that full sponsorship be required, that the proposed new CBC ensure that time be

allocated on an equitable basis among all parties and that no political broadcasts be

allowed on election day or during the two days immediately preceding election dayJ776

The 1g36 Committee further recommended that the cBC exercise regulatory control over

all programming and advertising broadcast by private stations and networks.lTT

More recently, during the 1996 B.C. election, the National Citizen's Coalition

found away ar-ound regulation of third party advertising. Cunently in British Columbia,

third parties are prohibited from spending more than $5000 during the election period on

l7s 1ç1in.. "Political Broadcast Advertising in Canada." page265'
176 glsp¡sn Kline. et al. "Political Broadcast Advertising In Canada." page233.
177 6i¿.
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adveitising that directly or indirectly supports or opposes a party. The NCC purchased

advertising time from U.S. border broadcasters. The $44,000 advertising blitz,

nicknamed "Radio Free 8.C." was a reference to "Radio Free Europe", a IJ.S. backed

enterprise that sent news programming to Communist-bloc countries during the Cold

War'. The NCC ads said: "Welcome to TV Free 8.C.. We're broadcasting to you fi'om

the U.S. because the NDP effectively banned us from doing ro ¡n 3.6."178 This is one

example of how resourceful third parties can be in circumventing regulations.

BANNING THIRD-PARTY ADVBRTISING

The final position on third-party advertising is to restrict it altogether. Or as one

critic of advocacy advertising noted during the Lortie Commission hearings: "ban the

buggers".l79 The argument in favor of this view is that it is the most effective way of

ensuring the integrity of spending limits for candidates and parties.

V/ith respect to infringement of free speech, proponents of this model algue that

advocacy gloups already have total freedom to speak and advertise their points of view

between elections. Consequently, a ban on their advertising for a four-week peliod about

every four yeals simply should not be seen to be a major denial of freedom of expt'ession.

Moreover, it is argued that if third-parry advertising \ilere uffestricted and party

advertising was restricted, real harm would result. For example, a third-party advocacy

group could advertise for the first 28 days of a campaign that "a candidate wasn't fit to

sleep with pigs" and, as the law is now written, the candidate could not respond to such

charges if they had already used up their advertising time allocation.lS0

178 ¡"r Leyne. "Guerrilla Campaign Fights NDP Election Law." Times Colonist. }/.ay
14,1996.
179 ç614¿a'. Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Parry Financing. Refornüng

Electoral Democracy. Final Report. Volume 2. page I90.
180 Bo-*ow, "Negative Political Advertising", page 187.
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Proponents of this model also argue that elections could be "bought" by interest

groups with the greatest resources (Canadian business), or the single-issue groups (on

abortion for example), thus distorting political reality, which tends to be multi-issued and

complex. It is argued as well that "banning really does not mean banning", since if

advocacy gloups wanted to advertise, they can organize as political parties and registel as

such. Therefore, in that status, they could participate on equal terms with their political

opponents. l 8l

Another argument put forward for banning third party advertising is that these

advocacy gloups are not accountable, as politicians are, and may have a short life span.

Consequently, they have no incentive to tell the truth. A campaign without them would

be less distorted and more informative. However, opponents of banning advocacy grollp

advertising mairfain that "truth" can be subjective. For example, what if certain thild

parties are labeled as misinfoffners simply because they believe in diffelent or less

pleasant "truths". Who is to say that some of the shock literature distributed by pro-lifers

or animal protectionists is a distortion that voters should not see? At the same time,

should racist literature or pornographic material of women and children be legal for

distlibution?

Overall, the problem with an outright ban on third parfy advertising is the

constitutional diffrculty of demonstrating under section 1 of the Charter that there is no

way of allowing third parties to spend money to promote their policy views while

ensuring that the electoral process is fair and equitable for registered parties.

l8l ¡6¡¿.
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WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?

Clearly, the matter of third-party advertising raises some very thorny issues,

among which is the need to find a balance between the competing principles of fi'eedom

of political speech and a democratic electoral process. To reiterate, the principal

questions are whether organizations other than registered political parties should be

granted unlirnited access to the purchase of broadcast time during the election period in

order to address issues of public importance, and whether certain restrictions that apply to

political paúy adverlising should similarly be applied to third-party advertising.

Generally, the news media, for the most part, focus their attention on political palties.

The legitimate concerns of third -party groups on a number of important political,

econornic, and social issues are often ignored by the media. How then ale interest groups

to convey their message to the Canadian public, other than through advertising? The

recent court decision which ruled that regulating third party advertising was

unconstitutional will most likely be appealed by the federal government to the Supleme

Court. If the Supreme Court upholds the Alberta Court of Appeals decision, then the

regulatory model will not be applicable. In effect, the libertarian model will continue to

be in effect. This would not be fair to political parties and candidates who are subject to

stlict spending limits on advertising. Therefore, the current law should be changed to

allow for one overall election spending limit to include all campaign expenditures. There

should be no separate limit for advertising. This way, parties and candidates have the

flexibitity to decide how muðh to spend on advertising, subsequently also allowing them

the opportunity to respond to third parff advertising.
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CTIAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Without money, political parties and candidates would not be able to run

campaigns. Rules about who can spend money, and how much, and where and how

parties can get the necessary revenues, are crucial. Money is the means which allows

parties and candidates to inform citizens about their positions and to try to convince them

to vote in a certain way, which is what an election campaign is about. As Elster has

argued, the forum is to politics what the market is to the economy. Therefore, rules about

how that forum should be structured, and how communication between parties and

candidates, on the one hand, and voters, on the other hand, should take place, are

fundamentu1.l82

The basic justification of public regulation of spending and public funding of

campaigns is to ensure that all voters, parties and candidates compete on a more equal

footing. In addition to levelling the playing field somewhat, public law respecting

elections also has the implicit objective of encouraging better qualþ contests. The basic

objection is the same argument third parties use to oppose regulation of third party

expenditures - that it is an inappropriate reduction of voters', parties' or candidates'

freedom of expression. Regulating electoral finance runs counter to the individualistic

182 5¿t. Blais. Elizabeth Gidengil. Making Representative Democracy Worlc: The

Views Of Canadians. Royal Commission On Electoral Reform And Party Financing.
Volume 17. Toronto: Dundurn Press, 1991. page 113. and in Jon Elster. "The Market
And The Forum: Three Varieties Of Political Theory." Foundatíons Of Social Choice
Theory. Jon Elster. Aanund Hylland. (eds). Cambridge: Cambridge University PLess,

1986.
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goal of minimizing restrictions on individual autonomy. The debate about electoral

finances is also very much a debate about the proper role of the state.

Overall, the principle of limits on spending is almost unanimously accepted in

Canada. A 1990 survey study by Blais and Gidengil for the Royal Commission on

Electoral Reform and Parfy Financing, found that 88 per cent of Canadians supported the

idea of limiting party spending. Those surveyed in Manitoba and Saskatchewan were 90

per cent in favor of spending littt¡6.183 Support for spending limits has always been high

in Canada. Gallup surveys as early as t949 reported that those with an opinion thought

that "there should be a limit on the amount each parly can spend in an election

campaign;" the percentage rose to 9l per cent in 1961 and 89 per cent in 1972.184 As

shown in chapter 3, there is no question that the regulatory regime has constrained the

election campaign spending "ams race" for political parties as measuled by official

election expenses and advertising expenses. As tables I and 3 reveal, the Elections

Finances Acthas constrained the growth of election expenses as the increases in spending

have been moderate.

However, the system of parfy and campaign financing now in place also has

ceftain problems or deficiencies. According to Manitoba's Chief Electoral Officer,

Richard Balasko, one of these "problems" is with the definition of "election expenses. " 1 85

Tlris definition is fundamental to the Elections Finances Act and it impacts directly on

three central features, namely spending limits, reimbursement and financial disclosure.

Under section 45(1) of the Act, "election expenses" mean:

(a) money spent and liabilities incurred; and

183 31uir and Gidengll. Making Representative Demouacy Work. page 85.
184 ¡6¡¿. page 84 and Gallup Report. ll'/;ay 27 t972.
185 3u1urLo. Interyiew.
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the value of donations in kind accepted, prior to or during an election
period for the purpose of supporting or opposing a candidate or legistered
political parly in the election.l36

It would be helpful if the scope of the definition was expanded to include all money spent

during the election campaign. Currently, such items as research costs, policy formulation

and development and the production costs of commercials not used in the campaign are

excluded from official election expenses. Quebec's def,rnition of an election expense is

more specific. In part, the Quebec definition specifies as election expenses the cost of any

goods or services used during an election period to promote or oppose, directly or

indirectly, the election of a candidate or candidates of a parry.l87 Holever, if every

expenditure made during the election period were to be included in the definition of an

election expense, then existing spending limits and reimbursement levels might need to

be raised in order to reflect the reality that there are more items encompassing the

definition of an election expense. There is a similar problem with the Canada Elections

Act. Again, there is a discrepancy between the Chief Electoral Offtcer's interpretation of

"election expense", and the ability of parties to shift "election expenses" outside the

period in which they are limited by lavv.l88 Basically, two aspects of the present

definition require clarifrcation. The first is the operational meaning to be given to the

phrase "... in respect of goods and services provided during the election period for the

purposes of supporting or opposing." It is not clear whether this phrase intends that the

actual goods must be used or services provided in order for expenditures to become

election expenses. The second issue relates to the phrase "supporting or opposing a

candidate or registered political party". The terms "supporting or opposing" are not

186 ¿¡tt¡¡ons Finances Act, Section45(l). page26 of the Act.
187 B1ss1i6ns Manitoba, Annual Report On the Elections Finances Act, 1990, page 38.
188 51*6*. "Regulating the Financing of Federal Parties and Candidates." page 389.

(b)
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precise. ln some cases, whether an expenditure supports or opposes a candidate or

political parry is a matter of interpretation.

As examined in chapter 5, another "problem" with the Elections Finances Act is

with independent expenditures. The activities of third parties during campaigns appear to

threaten the integrity of the regulatory regime's constraints on expenditures and on the

timing of advertising messages during the campaign period. At the same time, stringent

regulation of the activities of third parties inevitably conflicts with the protection of the

right of freedom of expression under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The issue of

third party advertising during election campaigns is one of the most difficult to address.

While a ban on third party advertising would violate freedom of expression, placing a

limit on expenditures by independent groups during an election has also been ruled

unconstitutional. Furthermore, any limit other than the amount for a political paÉy

running a full slate of candidates would be arbitrary. Also, even if limits were set for

third parties, political parties could still get around their "election expenses" by

"inspiring" advocacy grotlps to support their policies. The current situation is unfair to

political parties who are subject to spending limits. A candidate or political party may be

at a disadvantage when having to respond to groups with virnrally unlimited amounts of

money to spend on advertising. According to Barb Biggar, the Conservative party was

considerably outspent in the 1995 election because of third party advertising.

Perhaps the only solution is to have only one overall spending limit for political

parties and candidates in order that they have the flexibility to campaign reasonably

equally with third parties during the election period. Political parties would still be

subject to spending limits, but would at least be in a position to compete with third paúy

groups. While the parties themselves would rather see the separate spending limit for

advertising continue to be in place and have third party advertising regulated, all agree

that the separate spending limit for advertising should be eliminated if third paffy

advertising is going to continue to be unregulated. According to Robert Drummond: "If
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they're not going to do anything about third parties then they should get rid of the

spending limit for advertising ... but I would rather see them develop a rule ... restricting

third parly advertising ... regulate third parfy advertising or get rid of the spending

1¡*¡6.rr189

Overall, the issue of third party activity during election campaigns is one of the

most difficult to address. A balance must be struck between the regulation of these

activities in order to preserve the integrity of the controls of "election expenses" by

parties and candidates and the constitutional protection of freedom of expression in the

Canadian Charter of Ríghts and Freedoms. According to Robert Gabor, who served as

Commissioner for the Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Parry Financing, with

third parties thrown into the election arena "we will see the steady erosion of compliance

of the spending limits by thb political parties and they will play more games than they

play right tto*.rr190 Third party advertising pushes the overall spending of elections up

as political parties struggle to compete to get their message heard within the confines of

spending limits. In order to allow the political parties to compete within their own arena,

it may be necessary to eliminate the separate advertising limit. The question of what role

interest groups should play in an election must be addressed. If third parties are not

regulated this would be unfair to political parties who do have spending limits irnposed

on them. On the other hand, regulating and banning third party advertising has been

declared unconstitutional by the courts. No goverTrment ',¡¡ill likely want to pass

legislation regulating third parfy advertising and invoke section 33 of the Charter.

Currently, Canada's justice minister has indicated that he intends to appeal the recent

Alberta Appeals Court ruling to the Supreme Court of Canada.

189 P**ttond. Interview.
190 B66sl Gabor. Former Commissioner of the Royal Commission On Electoral Reform
and Parry Financing. Interview. August 7,1996.
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While third party advertising is something that political parties would like to see

gone during election campaigns, they themselves are increasingly relying on political

advertising to get their message out. Political parties are also utilizing a variety of

modem campaign technologies which have substantially reduced the mole traditional

modes of electioneering. Campaign specialists have been brought in to professionally

manage the "modern campaign" which relies on television advertising, polling, direct

mail and the latest in computer technology. According to Robert Gabor, elections have

changed completely and "the thing that's changed them is technology ... and teclrnology

means money." Campaigns are becoming increasingly capital-intensive as opposed to

labour-intensive. They are also being nm more centrally as political parties are using the

various technologies available to them to "control the message." Campaigns are now

highly synchronized operations that deliver a coherent and consistent message tlu'ough

many different avenues and voices. The Elections Finances Act has also served to make

campaigns more centralized. The reasons include, first, the economies of scale. A lot of

carnpaign activity is performed centrally because of the cost efficiency. Second, the

Elections Finances Act rcquires political parties and candidates to file returns zurd give

out tax receipts. A great deal ofthese activities are done centrally in order to reduce the

possibility of error. Also, the returns have to be submitted on time to Elections Manitoba.

But according to Robert Drummond: "technology influences [the centralized campaign] a

lot more because you need people just to manage television spots, or radio spots or the

computer ... that takes a lot of manpower and a lot of specialized knowledge ... but the

Elections Act does not affect how they do it. It has an affect on their accounting."

Similarly, V/endy Gerecke of the NDP acknowledged: "everything is shifting the way of

technology ... as technology increases, it shifts away from people ... the cost is still there,

but the cost is not going to the people, the cost is going to the cost of the technology."

Increasingly, television has become the dominant campaign medium. Declining

print media readership and the relative credibility and perceived impact of television have
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made it the preferred medium. Parry strategists prefer television to other media, not only

because of its larger audiences, but also because of its greater emotional impact and

ability to persuade. But advertising is expensive, as are other campaign technologies.

This is another reason why there should only be one spending limit. Parties should be

given the flexibility to decide for themselves where to focus their campaign resources.

This way the parties would not have to advertise before the election campaign, as a way

to get around the election spending laws, at a time when the public is less attentive and

thus the message is not as effective.

This thesis has examined the use of political advertising by both political parties

and independent groups in Manitoba. The thesis also offered an analysis of the impact of

campaign technologies and election laws on the structure of campaigns. It concludes that

both factors have led to greater centralization in the management of political parties,

particularly with respect to communication, which is probably the most important activity

of parties. New technologies have enabled parfy managers to collect, control, format and

dispatch information instantaneously to all candidates, volunteers, and voters.

Chapter two of the thesis discussed Canada and Manitoba's election finance laws

in a historical context. This chapter reviewed how laws governing election campaigns

have evolved over time. Interest in the topic of electoral reform, however, has been

sporadic. Historically, scandal has often been the catalyst for reform.

Chapter three examined the trends in election spending. The figures demonstrate

that the election finance laws have been relatively successful in keeping spending û'om

rapidly accelerating with each election. Having studied the empirical evidence, however,

the recommendation is made that the separate spending limit for advertising should be

abolished. Given the trend toward the use of capital-intensive technologies and the fact

that third party advertising is unregulated, one spending limit would allow the political

parties the flexibility to channel their resources where they want throughout the election

campaign.
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Chapter four discussed the use of political advertising by parties and the

increasing utilization of modem technologies in election campaigns. Communication and

advertising are exploding into a hi-tech and targeted multimedia approach based on the

use of polling, focus groups, computers and other new technologies. In Manitoba, the

political parties have already, to varying degrees of sophistication, developed research

procedures and activities, as well as intelligence and information systems which allow

them to monitor issues, opinions and attitudes of voters, their characteristics, and their

voting intentions. The trend of adopting new technologies and media to manage electoral

campaigns is accelerating. New technologies have already made it possible for a party to

provide instant, standardized and specific information to all members, volunteers, and

candidates on various issues and elements of the platform. This has resulted in gteater

cenftalizafion of the structure of campaigns. The argument for abolishing the separate

spending limit for advertising is also discussed in chapter four. Given the use of new

technologies in campaigning, several consequences have been widely predicted. For

example, the decline of printing, replaced by videotex. Political campaigning could shift

from a broadcasting approach in which general messages are sent to a broad audience, to

a targeted "narrow-casting" approach where specific messages are sent to narrowly

defined audiences through such media as cable television, teletex, videotex and

computerized direct mail. Where do these technologies fit in terms of election spending?

For example, should direct mail be counted as an advertising expense or be grouped

under printing with "other" election expenses. Having one election expense would clarify

such confusion.

Chapter five considered the controversial issue of third party advertising in

Manitoba and in other jurisdictions. Three models are developed in order to decipher the

various positions for or against third party advertising. It is concluded that since banning

and regulating third party advertising was ruled unconstitutional by the courts, the
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separate spending limit for advertising imposed on political parties should be eliminated

in order to allow them the flexibility to respond to third party advertising.

In the final analysis, the ultimate goal of political parties is to win elections. The

most important factor in any election campaign is to get the right message out to voters.

This cannot be done without money. Capital and resources have always been critical

components of political power. However, money has acquired a special significance as

the election campaigns of today are increasingly becoming capital-intensive.

Developments in election technology - television advertising, polling, direct marketing,

and the use of experts to manage these technologies - have changed the nature of political

communication. Thev will continue to do so.
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